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If T : Ux(E) -+ Y (T : C(H, X) -+ Y) is a bounded linear operator, then

there is a unique finitely additive set function m : E -+ L(X, Y) (weakly regular

m : E -+ L(X, Y**)) such that T(f) = f f din. Many authors have studied the

relationship between m and T. Those results needed for this paper are stated in

Chapter I, along with a proof of a theorem of Brooks which is used throughout the

rest of the paper.

Given T and m as above and a partition 7r, conditional expectations T. and

m, may be defined. New results on convergence of these nets of expectations, both

pointwise and in various norms, are discussed in Chapter II for both the Ux(E) and

C(H, X) settings. This includes a complete characterization of convergence when

X = R that is applied frequently in later chapters. If T : C(H, X) -+ Y, an induced

operator T : C(H) -+ L(X, Y) may be defined. Results on properties inherited

by T from T are proven, including a characterization of the weak Radon-Nikodm

property. These results motivate part of chapter III. Also included in Chapter II is

a converse of Brooks' theorem.

In Chapter III, earlier results are used to obtain a Radon-Nikodm type

characterization of the compact range property (CRP). Multiple proofs are given.

Some known results about the CRP are derived, and a survey of other results on

the CRP is given. A Liapuonoff theorem of Uhl is extended to spaces having the

CRP. A characterization of RNP similar to that of the CRP is also given; several

miscellaneous results are included.



Chapter IV contains generalizations of the CRP and introduces the somewhat

compact representation property (SCRP). Also, additional hypotheses are given so

that Girardi's results relating Bocce oscillation to relative compactness in L1(P)

may be extended to the L'(p, X) setting.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The interplay between generalizations of Reisz's famous representation theo-

rem and Radon-Nikodjm type theorems has a long history. This paper will explore

certain aspects of the theory of bounded linear operators on continuous function

spaces, Radon-Nikodym type properties, and their connections. The two basic rep-

resentation theorems employed in the paper are as follows:

THEOREM 1.1. [Di, p. 145] For each bounded linear operator T : U (E)--+ Y,

there exists a unique finitely additive set function m : E -+ L(X, Y) with finite

semivariation so that T (f) = f f dm for f E Ux(YE). Furthermore, if T corresponds

to 7n, then ii(H) = 11Th.

THEOREM 1.2. [BrL1, Thm. 2.2] If T : C(H, X) -+ Y is a bounded linear operator,

then there is a unique weakly regular set function m : /3(H) -+ L(X, Y**) so that

T(f) = fH f dm, for f E C(H, X). Furthermore, JT = (

For an excellent presentation of both the history of the Reisz representation

theorem and a complete development of the two theorems stated above, see the first

two chapters of [Ab].

In either of the above cases, given such an operator T and a finite partition

71 of H, a conditional expectation operator T,1 can be defined. It was shown in

[ABL] that the net (T, 7 . directed by refinement does not always converge to T

in the operator norm. Conditions under which this convergence does occur are
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discussed in Chapter II. Those results are then used extensively in obtaining the

main results of Chapter III. Also, given T : C(H, X) -+ Y, an induced operator

T : C(H) -+ L(X, Y) may be defined. Properties inherited by T from T are also

discussed in Chapter II.

Chapter III deals with the compact range property (CRP). From the intro-

duction of the CRP by Musial [Mu2], it has been treated as a Radon-Nikodm type

property. Until now, however, it has not had a characterization of the form used to

define the Radon-Nikodym property and the weak Radon-Nikodym property. Such

a characterization is given in Chapter III. A survey of results for the CRP is also

given in Chapter III, as well as an extension of a Liapuonoff theorem to include

spaces with the CRP. Other issues dealing with the CRP characterization are dealt

with as well.

Finally, extensions of many of the theorems of Chapter III to a more gen-

eral setting are given in Chapter IV. Open questions relating to these results are

mentioned.

A discussion of notation and terminology for the remainder of this paper is

in order. Throughout, X and Y are Banach spaces, assumed to be over the real

field for convenience. The continuous dual of X is denoted by X* and the closed

unit ball of X by Bx. By an operator we mean a bounded linear operator from one

Banach space to another, and L(X, Y) stands for the Banach space of all operators

from X to Y with the operator norm. The subspace of L(X, Y) consisting of the

compact operators is denoted by K(X, Y). The operator r represents the canonical

isometric embedding of a Banach space into its second dual, and is used only when

confusion could result if X is identified with r(X). A generic compact Hausdorff

space is denoted by H, and C(H, X) is the Banach space (sup norm) of continuous

functions f : H -+ X (C(H) = C(H, R), as usual). An arbitrary algebra of subsets
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of some universal space Q is represented by F, and E represents a u-algebra. If

Z = H we use, without further mention, E = /3(H), the Borel sets of H. The

uniform closure of the X-valued E-simple functions is denoted by Ux(E), and is

a Banach space under the sup norm. An additive set function m : F -* X will

be called a vector measure (these will usually be countably additive), while by a

measure we mean a countably additive set function p :.F -+ [0, oo).

For a vector measure m :F -+ X, the variation of rn is a set function

ml: F-+ [0, oo) given by

|m|(A) = sup 11m(B)I
' BEir

for A E F, where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions r of A (by a finite

partition of A we imply that the partition consists of members of F; the set of all

such partitions is II(A), or, where A is understood, II). The scalar semivariation

I|mi : F--* [0, oo) is given by

||mI(A) = sup |x*m|(A)
x* EBx*

for A E F. If m : E -+ L(X, Y), we may define the semivariation m : E -+ [0, oo)

by

fi(A) = sup{||I>3 m(Bi)(xi)j| : 7r E II(A), (xi) C Bx}.
Bi Er

Note that if X = R, then ?(A) = ||m||(A) (see [Di, Prop. 5 p. 55]), and if Y = R,

then in(A) = |m|(A) (see [Di, Prop. 4 p. 54]). If ?i(Ai) -+ 0 whenever (A) is a

pairwise disjoint sequence from E, then we say m is strongly bounded. Also, if

E = ;3(H), m is weakly regular if n(x,*)(-) =_(m(-)x, y*) is a finite regular Borel

measure for each x E X and y* E Y*.

The spaces of vector measures bv(F, X), cabv(F, X), and cabv(F, X, [t) rep-

resent the collections of vector measures m : F -+ X which are of bounded variation,
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countably additive and of bounded variation, and countably additive, of bounded

variation, and absolutely continuous with respect to t (written m < p), respec-

tively. These spaces are assumed to have the variation norm unless otherwise spec-

ified. The Lebesgue-Bochner spaces will be denoted as usual, and K ([, X) will

represent the closed linear subspace of L([, X) consisting of functions with essen-

tially relatively compact ranges, i.e. K c(pu, X) is the closure of the simple functions

in L ( p,X).

Finally, we write m <-+ T to mean m corresponds to T as in the two theorems

given at the beginning of this chapter. For notation and terminology not explicitly

defined in this paper, including the definitions of various classes of operators, see

the standard monographs [DU], [D], and [DS].

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of a theorem used extensively in

the remainder of the paper. First, we need two lemmas.

LEMMA 1.3. (Phillips, see [DS, p. 259]) Let K be a set in a Banach space Y. Suppose

{U0,} is a uniformly bounded net of operators on Y. If lime U (ay) = y exists for all

y E Y, then this limit exists uniformly on K if K is relatively compact. Conversely,

if lima Ua(y) = y uniformly on a set K and Ua(K) is relatively compact for each

a, then K is relatively compact.

PROOF: Suppose K is relatively compact, lima Ua(y) = y for all y E Y, and {Ua}

is uniformly bounded. Let M = super IUaI. Let e > 0. Then there exists a finite

set {k1,. .. , k} c K such that min 1 <i<;, ||k - ki|| < MA2 for all k E K. Let a.

be such that I Uaki - ki|| < se foray > ae and 1 < i <n. Then, ifa > a and

k E K,

||Uak - kl| min {IUa(k - ki)I| + IIUaki - kll + I|ki - kII}
1<i<n
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Me

M+2 M+2 M+2

Therefore, Uk -+ k uniformly in k E K.

Conversely, suppose lima Ua(y) = y uniformly on K and Ua(K) is relatively

compact for each a. Let e > 0 and pick a so that IUak - kI < for all k E K.

Then, there exists {k 1,... , k} C K such that min<is< I(|Uak - Uakil| < for all

k E K. Thus,

nI Ilk - kil| = m iIlk -Uak +Uak - Uaki +Uaki - kil <36 = 6,

for all k E K. Hence K is totally bounded.

The proof of the next lemma is a more or less direct c-b argument which is

believed to be original.

LEMMA 1.4. Let F be an algebra of subsets of Q and let E be the o-algebra

generated by F. Let v : F -+ X be a measure and let v' be its (unique) extension

to E. Then L(Q,F,v,X) is dense in L(Q, E,v',X).

PROOF: Let P(v) be the set of finite partitions of Q into members of F and let H(v')

be the set of finite partitions of Q into members of E. Obviously P(v) C 1(v'). For

each r E P(v'), define E, : L(Q, E, v', X) -+ L1 (1, E, v', X) by

Er(f)= - f fX for all f E L Ev',X)

Note that if 7 E P(v), E, takes its range in L( , F, v, X). Hence, it suffices to

show that given e > 0 and f E L(Q, E, v', X), there is some i E E1(v) so that

IIE(f) - f|1 < e. It is, of course, known that lim.en(v') IIE(f) - f|jf = 0 (c.f. [DU,

p. 68]), but the net ()en(v) is not cofinal in the net (),En(v'). Let y be the
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pseudometric on E given by y(A1, A2 ) = v'(A1 A A2 ). Then F is dense in E under

the pseudometric topology.

Fix f E L 1(QZ, Fv', X) so that IlfI > 0. Let w' E 1(v'). Let e > 0. It

suffices to show that there is a w E 1(v) so that 1jEn(f) - E!(f)II < e. Assume

' ={A 1, ... , An }. Since we observe o = 0 in the definition of Eg, we may assume

without loss of generality that v'(Ai) > 0 for i = 1,2,... , n. As f(. f dv' is a

v'-continuous vector measure on E, there exists 6 > 0 so that if v'(H) < 6, then

IIf f dv'|I < n+2 . For each 1 < i <7n, let Hi E F such that v'(Hi L/Ai) <n',

where
e min v'(Ai) '(A)

S= mm &,1 6 min
' 16(IIf||+ ne)' 1<i<n 2 J

Let H1 = H1 and for i = 1,2,...,n, let H' = Hi \U H . Let H'+1 = Q\ U H.

Without loss of generality assume v'(H'+1 ) > 0. Note that H'+1 E ; therefore

= {H1, ... , H'+1} E H(v). Then for1 < i < n,

H A Ai (Hi A A) U ( (HjAAj)).
(j1

Thus, v'(H A A') < 6. Also, v'(H'+1 ) < 6 since H'+1 U (H- A A). Then

{H, ... ,H'+1 } E 1(v). Note that

v'(Hi\H') v' (Hj Asj) <8'<6, for <i<n.
(j1

Hence,

n n

M f dv' < f dv' + f dv'

i= 1 Hi H ;=1 Hi\H|

n

< 1: ||f( -)|| dv' + n < ||f|| + n6.

i=1 H 6n + 2
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Finally,

min v'(Hi) > min v'(Ai)
1 <i<n 1<i<n

v'(A )
V '(Hi A Ai) < ' <in 2

1<i<n 2

Therefore,

IE -E(f) -E7 (f)II

n+1 fH' f d

< )XH i21

fH, f dii

i'(HZ) XxH -F
i:=1

fH, f dv'XH fAIf dii' XAi

z-

i'(H) fH, f dv' -iv'(H ) fH, f dv'

-- v'( H j)v'( X H -

f dv' fH, f di'

( 'H /) XH \H i'H 1 , XHI

+ H XHinA
21 i ==1

n A f d'

A ) XH nA
iI 

2 

1

fH i

j fHi \A

A

V 

(i=1

V'(H) fH zf dv' -v'(Hi)fH\H f dv'

v'( H )'( H

-v'(Hi)fHZ f dii v'(Hz \ H )fH .f d'

+ ~v' H' v' H XH

n f dv'\\x

+ v'(H ) (H_\H')- f .d'

+ j v'(Aj) fH , f dHi' -v'(H) fA f di'

since

-=l
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+Z fhv' x V'(Hi \ Ai)+ >j IIJA fdv'IIx v'(Ai \ Hi)

II v' (H') fH.\H; fdv' v'(H A \ H)

v'(Hfv'(H) XH + v'(H v'H d

5I )fH f dvIllx s 6+ +_

+1 miniv(H) 6n + 2
=1 i=1

+ (v'(A H) - v'()) A f dv' inAi

v'(Ai)[fH f dv- fA, f dv']
XHi nA{

1min, 
v'(H,)

+ jfA, If)Ii dv'6
mini v'('

iA=1

n lHi\H f v'11v'(H i\1H ) || f '1x
<fvl vH + v'(H )

1 I f ( ) + v'(H'(H )v'(H I (
6'(||fII + 2) 6 II fHj\Af

+1++ H nAj)mini v'(A,) 6n+2 (H

n lAi\H -. fdv lln s A f " Id'
+ V'(Hin A + v'(H) '(H (H Ai)vfH HfH d(A

6'(If||1+ nE)
-'~mini v'(Aj)+

s'||f|I
mini v'(Aj)

H

<~ IH\H! f dv'
i=1

H1 fu I dv' 26'(Ilf1I + 1nE)

mni v'(Hj) min v'(Aj)

ne +n 'If|
6n+2 6n+2 miniv'(Aj)

26'(I|f1 + ne)

min v'(Aj)
'iif f

min v'(A,)

nE 26'||f|
6n+2 min v'(A1 )

6 6
< + =.

66'(IlfI||+2ne)6
miniv'(Aj)

+ (2n+1)

6n+ 2

COROLLARY 1.5. If 1, E, Q, v and v' are as in Lemma 1.4, and II(v), II(v'),

6

6n + 2
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and E, are as in the proof of that lemma, then lim IE, (f) - fI| = 0 for each
irEFI(v)

f E L1 (Q, E, v', X).

PROOF: First, E,.(f) is eventually equal to f for F-simple functions. By the proof

of Lemma 1.4, such functions are dense in L1 (1, E, v', X). Also, IIE,|II 1 (see

[DU, p. 68]). Thus if If - Jf| < z, f is a 7-simple function, and r' E II(v) so that

E,(f) =f whenever 7rE 1(v) and 7 ;> r', then for such r we have

IIE(f) - f| IIE(f) - E,~(f)II + 1f - fi| < s.

Before proceeding to the theorem, we need two definitions.

DEFINITION. Let rn : F -+ X be a vector measure, p a positive, bounded, finitely

additive measure on F, and 7 a partition of Q. Define the conditional expectation

of n by 7r and p, written m~, from F to X by

m.(B) L At(A n B) m(A), observing = 0.
A~ir A(A)

Note that r is of bounded variation; in fact, |mj(Q) AEAEJ|m(A)II

(look at partitions refining 7r). Also, if m vanishes on A-null sets, then mn <K At (set

k = maxAE m(A) ; then, m,(B) Ckp(B)).

DEFINITION. X has the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) if whenever m : E -+ X

is p,-continuous and of bounded variation, there exists g E L1(p, X) such that

m(A) = f gdt pfor all A EE.

The following theorem will hereafter be referred to as Brooks' theorem.

THEOREM 1.6. [Br] Suppose X has the Radon-Nikodym property and K C bv(F, X).

Then K is relatively compact if and only if
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(1) {m(A) : m E K} is relatively compact in X for each A E F and

(2) there exists a positive, bounded, finitely additive measure p on F such that

{jmj : m E K} is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p, and for

any such u, lima rmr = m uniformly in m E K.

PROOF: Suppose K is relatively compact. Then TA : bv(F, X) -+ X given by

TA(m) = rn(A) is in L(bv(F, X), X) for each A E F, and hence (1) follows as

{m(A) : n E K} is the continuous image of a relatively compact set.

We now wish to see that there is a P : F -+ [0, oo) as stated in the first half of

(2). For each n E N, let (rnl,i)/;l be a finite subset of K such that minl<i<Kk Jm -

mn,i 1| < 1 for all m E K. Let (0j) be an enumeration of U 1 {mn, 1 , ... , mn,k}.

Define p on F by p = n 1 . This sum exists as K is bounded and bv(F,X)

is a Banach space. Let E > 0. Let n EN such that n< . Let s = max{i:,3i=

mn,,, 1 J kn}. Let A E F such that p(A) < 2A+1. Let m E K. Then there is

some i, 1 K i kn, so that |mrn(A) -Imn,iI(A) < 2. Let p E N so that /3 = man, i.

Then

| mn,i|(A) <|min,i|(A) _|I#p |(A) < A)<
K - p(A)< .2 - 2P 2p ~ 2+1

Hence, mn,i1(A) < (; consequently |mJ(A) < e. Therefore p is as claimed.

Now let p be an arbitrary finitely additive measure such that {|m|l: m E K}

is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to pa. Let (F', Q') be the Stone rep-

resentation of (F, Q) (see [DS pp. 41-44]) and let p : F -+ F' be a Boolean isomor-

phism. For rm E bv(F, X), let m' E bv(F', X) be given by m'(A') = m(A) for A E F,

where A' = s(A). Let m" be the extension of m' to E, the u-algebra generated by

F'. Then B : bv(F, X) -+ cabv(E, X) given by B(m) = m" is an isometric isomor-

phism (onto) [DU, p. 30]. Also, if C is the closed linear subspace of bv(F, X) consist-

ing of those elements m such that m <ft, then B maps C into cabv(E, X, p") where
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P' and pi" are defined analogously to m' and m". Since X has RNP, given in E C

there is some gm E L1 (Q', E, p", X) such that m"(A) = fA gm dp" for all A E E.

For each partition f E H(,"), define E,.: L1 (', E, y", X) -+ L1 (', E, p", X) as in

the proof of Lemma 1.4. If r E H(p), let r' = p(r). Then if w E H(p) and in E C,

we have that Er'gm is the Radon-Nikodjm derivative of m". To see this, note first

that for each B E F,

m"n(B')= ns,(B')= n,(B) z (A n B)m(A)

AEir ,(A)r(A
p"(A' n B') "(A') "(iA' n B' IA' d,,"

A AAtAEir AEU (A'))

However,

E, gm d p _=_ x,_ dy"

"( A' n B' ),

I B l B A )g"(A ' ) X ' d
AE7r

also. Thus by uniqueness of the extension of m' to E, we have the claim. Next,

for ir E II(p) define 7r: C -+ C by ir(m) = m,. Then i E L(C, C) and |r|| <; 1

(recall the facts listed after the definition of m,1 ), i.e. the collection of operators

{r : it E H(p)} is uniformly bounded. By Corollary 1.5,

limmin 1. - n| = lim| fin- m"||= limIEr'gm - gm|I = 0,
7r 7r

i.e. lim in, = limn . r(m) = in, for all m E C. Hence by Lemma 1.3, this limit exists

uniformly on K. This establishes (2).

Conversely, suppose (1) and (2) hold. Let p be as in (2). Consider the

collection of operators ir : bv(F, X) -+ bv(F, X) given by ir(m) = n,-. Again, this

collection is uniformly bounded. In light of condition (2) and Lemma 1.3, it suffices
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to show that ir(K) is relatively compact for each 7r. Let 71 = {A 1 ,..., An} E FJ(,u).

Let c > 0. As {m(A) :rn E K} is relatively compact for all A E 1F, for 1 < i < n

we may choose (mi,)Z in K so that mint<j<r jjm(Ai) - mi,j(Az)II < g for all

mn E K. Now consider the finite collection S of X-valued measures p such that for

1 < i < n, cpIA i= mj A for some 1 < j < r2, where the restriction to Ai is the

restriction to the subalgebra of ,F consisting of members of F which are subsets of

Ai. If m E K, we have

min mr - ,|| = m (inm - ),|(Q) < mmin m(A) - (A;)jj < n- = .
s4ES 9ES WES ni

i=1

Hence, r(K) is totally bounded. The theorem follows.

Note that the phrase "for any such [c" may be deleted from condition (2) of

the theorem.



CHAPTER II

CONVERGENCE OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION OPERATORS

AND THE INDUCED OPERATOR

In the first part of this chapter, convergence of conditional expectation oper-

ators, along with other connected ideas, are discussed. Included in this material is

the proof of a converse of Brooks' theorem. Following this, the induced operator T

is explored; theorems dealing with properties inherited by T from T are presented,

including a characterization of the weak Radon-Nikodym property. The chapter

ends by returning to the discussion of convergence of conditional expectation oper-

ators.

First, let us return to the correspondences given in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

It is easily seen that in the first theorem, m : E -+ L(X, Y) is given by rn(A)(x) =

T(xXA). However, obtaining the measure in the second theorem is not quite as easy.

This theorem uses the embedding of Ux(,3(H)) in C(H, X)**; in fact, C(H, X) C

Ux(3(H)) C C(H, X)**. Then if T : C(H,X) -+ Y is a bounded linear operator,

an extension T of T to all of Ux(i(H)) is obtained, with values in Y**. The first

theorem yields a measure m : E -+ L(X, Y**) which happens to be weakly regular.

See [BrL1] for details. Additionally, there are many cases in which the representing

measure takes its values in L(X, Y), including when m is countably additive or

strongly bounded, or when it corresponds to a weakly compact operator [BrL1,

Cor. 4.4.1]. These facts will be used without further mention. It is known that if

in is strongly bounded and T is weakly compact or compact, then T is also. This

13
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happens with some other classes of operators also; these facts originally appear in

[BB], [BC], and [BP], but have since been taken care of simultaneously in a theorem

of [ABL].

As stated in the introduction, both the UX(E) and C(H, X) settings are

discussed. Emphasis is placed on the C(H, X) setting. Theorems dealing with

convergence of conditional expectation operators are usually given in both settings.

DEFINITION. If m n ÷ T : UX(E) -+ Y (respectively m - T : C(H,X) -+ Y) is a

bounded linear operator, it is a partition, and y is a measure on E ((H)), define

T,:Ux(E) -+ Y (T :C(H,X) -+ Y), by

T(f) = m(A) A ,observing = 0.

T, is also called a conditional expectation operator.

In the case m - T : Ux(E) -+ Y, it is easily seen that ?n, 4-+ T, for each

partition ir. In fact, one may first define T,1 on simple functions by

n ix ) 
n

Tir ( 1 xiXBi) j i n m(A)(xi ),
i1i=1 A EirpA

again observing Q = 0, where ? 1 xiXBi is in canonical form. Knowing m, is

of bounded variation (and hence bounded semivariation) allows an application of

Theorem 1.1 to yield an extension of T, to all of Ux(E). However, the situation

when m -4 T: C(H, X) -+ Y is slightly different.

LEMMA 2.1. [BrL2, Lemma 2.2] If m : T C(H, X) -+ Y and p is a regular

measure on /(H), then In, T,r.

PROOF: Consider T: Ux(/3(H)) -+ Y**. We have m T T, and thus m,- Tn.
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However, T.Ic(H,x) = T7,, as

TZ(f)=_ m(A) (fAfd = Trf)
p( A)AEA

for all f E C(H, X). Hence, T(f) = fH f dm, for all f E C(H, X). It remains to

show that m, is weakly regular. Let x E X and y* E Y*. Then for B E ,8(H),

(mr(B)x, y*) S (AAB)(m(A)(x), y*),
AEir P(A)

i.e. (m,7 (-)x, y*) is a finite linear combination of measures of the form p(Anl.), each

of which is regular. Hence, m, is weakly regular and m. .- T,.

Note here also that the operations ^ and n commute when p is regular. In

the above proof we had (T),. m., and also T(f) = f f dm, for all f E C(H, X),

which forces (Tr) m, as well. As the correspondence (here from Theorem 1.1)

is unique, we must have (T7r) = (T)r.

It is natural to ask when the net of conditional expectation operators T,.

(directed by refinement of the partitions) converges to T. Two types of convergence,

pointwise and in operator norm, comprise our discussion here. We reserve T -+ T

to mean convergence in operator norm; pointwise convergence will be considered

first.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose m T : Ux(E) -+ Y and p is a measure on E. Then T.

converges to T pointwise if and only if f = g f-a.e. implies T(f) = T(g).

PROOF: Suppose f = g pt-a.e. implies T(f) = T(g). Then T' : K ( , X) -+

Y given by T'([f]) = T(f) is a well-defined bounded linear operator, where [f]
represents the equivalence class of f for each f E Ux(E). For each partition 7r,

define E, : K (pc,X) -+ K (p,X) by

Er(f) = (fAfft'\
AE y(A))X
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By [DU, p. 67], E,(f) -+ f in K 0 (u, X) for all f E K (p, X). Next, note that for

f E Ux(E),

T'( E(f)) = T' (fAdA

AEr

= m(A) (fd T,f).

Therefore, Tr(f) = T'(E,(f)) -+ T'(f) = T(f) for all f E Ux(E)

Conversely, suppose T(f) -* T(f) for all f E Ux(E). Suppose f = g y-a.e.

Then for each partition ir,

T_ ~d~) m(A) (f g dby _ T
T,(f ) = E m(A) =Afm A =%

-AEr A ) (At(A) AEr yA(A))-

Since T,(f) -+ T(f) and T,(g) -* T(g), we must have T(f) = T(g).

Note that the equivalent conditions of the theorem are met whenever m < p;

when that is the case, m vanishes on p-null sets, and consequently whenever f = 0

p-a.e., T(f) = f f dm = 0.

COROLLARY 2.3. Let m <-+ T : C(H,X) -+ Y, with T : Ux((H)) Y**,

and let p be a regular measure on /3(H). If f = g A-a.e. implies T(f) = T(g)

for f, g E Ux(/3(H)), we have that T,. converges to T pointwise. Conversely, if T,

converges to T pointwise, then f = g A-a.e. implies T(f) = T(g) for f, g E C(H, X).

PROOF: Suppose f = g p-a.e. implies T(f) = T(g) for f,Eg E Ux(/(H)). Then

from the proof of Lemma 2.1 and by Theorem 2.2, T,(f) = T(f) -+ T(f) = T(f)

for all f E C(H, X). The converse follows exactly as it did in the previous theorem.

We remark again that if m <At, then T, converges to T pointwise; however,

the question of convergence of T,r to T in operator norm is more involved. In [ABL],
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several examples are constructed in which m - T : C(H, X) -> Y, m < p, and each

T, is compact, but T is not compact. Hence, pointwise convergence and operator

norm convergence of the net T, are not equivalent. Some answers to the question of

when does T, -+ T, including a characterization of this convergence when X = R,

appear below.

The connection between convergence of T, to T and the relative compactness

of the range of m is introduced in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2.4. Let m - T : C(H,X) -+ Y (respectively m - T : Ux(E) -+ Y)

and let p be a regular measure (a measure) on f(H) (Z). If T, -+ T, then m has

relatively compact range.

PROOF: We have m, -+ n in semivariation norm by Theorem 1.2 (respectively

Theorem 1.1) since T,1 . m,, using the regularity of it and Lemma 2.1 in the

C(H, X) case. Hence, m,(A) -+ m(A) uniformly in A E 3(H) (resp. A E E). As

the range of each m, is bounded and finite dimensional, we must have that the

range of m is totally bounded.

The converse is, in general, not true. A proof appears later in this chapter.

In the examples of [ABL], the measures (with possibly one exception) do not have

relatively norm compact ranges. As the real heart of the above proof is the corre-

spondence of mi, to T,-, perhaps the following more constructive argument serves

to shed more light on the matter.

ALTERNATE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4 IN THE Ux(E) CASE: Suppose m(E) is not

relatively compact. Let 6'> 0 such that m(E) cannot be covered by a finite number

of S-balls. Let 7r be an arbitrary partition. Let k = min{p(A) : pu(A) 5 0, A E r}
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and m = max{I|rn(A)II|: A E 7r}. Then for each B E E,

p(A n B) pIm(A)II

p n(A)( A) A- pu( A)AE1r A6ir

& Y p( A n B) = 1 $4B) ()
AEir

Let n = "[?p(1). Now C = nB[m(A)]AE (where [m(A)]AE,. is the closed linear span

of the m(A)) can be covered by a finite number of i-balls since it is compact (7r

is finite, so [m(A)]AE,r is finite dimensional). Thus there is some B E E such that

dist(m(B), C) > 2 . Therefore,

ZEA(AflB)m(A) - m(B) > -
AEir (A)2'

since ZEI, (AB m(A) E C. Consequently, there is some x E X with |lxii = 1

and

p(Arn B)A (An ) m(A)(x) - m(B)(x) > -.
AE7r yA

Let f = XXB E Bu (E). Then,

p14A n~ B) 6
iITr(f) - T(f)II A= r(A) r'm(A)(x) - m(B)(x) > -.p(A) 3

As 6 was fixed and 7r was arbitrary, this yields a contradiction.

The proof above also works in the case T : Ux(F) -+ Y, F an algebra. The

next theorem outlines the situation presently before us.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let m <-+ T: C(H, X) -+ Y (rn - T : Ux(Z) -+ Y), and sup-

pose m < pt where p is a measure on 3(H) (s). Consider the following statements:

(1) mr -+ 3n in variation norm.

(2) mr -+ rn in semivariation norm.
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(3) T,-+-T.

(4) m has relatively compact range.

(5) m, -+ m in scalar semivariation norm.

Then (1) = (2) . (4) = (5) ((1) = (2) e (3) = (4) * (5)). If, in addition, y is

regular, then (2) <4 (3).

PROOF: That (1) implies (2) is obvious. The equivalence of (2) and (3) in the case

it regular is Lemma 2.1. The fact that (4) follows from (2) is implicit in the proof

of Theorem 2.4. That (4) implies (5) is guaranteed by [BrD, remark 5.2].

As (2) and (5) are equivalent when X = R, we have the following result.

COROLLARY 2.6. Let i nH T : C(H) -+ Y and suppose m < p. The following are

equivalent:

(1) m, -* m in semivariation norm.

(2) in has relatively compact range.

(3) T is compact.

If, in addition, p is regular, then (1) - (3) are equivalent to

(4) T -+T.

If m a T : U(Z) -+ Y, then (1) - (4) are equivalent with no regularity condition

on F.

PROOF: For the C(H) case, the equivalence of (2) and (3) is in [DS, p. 496]. That

(3) implies (2) in the U(Z) case is obvious. It is left to show that (2) implies (3)

for this case. Note that if f E U(Z) such that 11fII k and (fn) is a sequence of

simple functions converging uniformly to f with kfn|11 <k for each n, then

|1ff dm11j= lim| 1 fn dmjjl= linm an,iXAn,i dm
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= lim m(An,i)(an,i) < kin(1) = kl|T 1E.

Let e > 0 and let S E U(Z) with Jj|j| ;<1. Pick n E N such that n > 2T and

choose an n-valued simple function f with norm at most 1 such that |1 - f I < 211T11-

Then

||T(;) - f dm|| = II (lp - fe|| < = -.
2||T || 2

However, setting f = E"aixA , we have

f n n

J f dm = Z aiXA2 dm = ( aim(Ai) E n (aco(m(E))).
i=1 i=1

Mazur's theorem yields the relative compactness of n (aco(m(E))) from that of

m(). As p was arbitrary in Bu(E), we see that a finite i-net for n (aco(m(E))) is

a finite -- net for T(Bu(E)). Since e was arbitrary, T(BU(E)) is totally bounded and

therefore T is compact.

Corollary 2.6 has important applications throughout the remainder of the

paper. The nonequivalence of conditions (1) - (3) above in the case n 4-+ T

C(H, X) -* Y is discussed at the end of this chapter.

If m <-+ T: C(H, X) -+ Y and rn < p, conditions under which T, -+ T are

given in Corollary 2.6 when X =IR. Do such conditions exist when Y = R? The

answer is given in Corollary 2.8; a converse of Brooks' theorem is necessary first.

THEOREM 2.7. The following are equivalent:

(1) X has RNP.

(2) If (S2, E, pj) is a finite measure space, m : E -+ X is of bounded variation and

rm < p, then m,. -+ m in variation norm.

(3) If A = Lebesgue measure on [0,1] and m : Z -+ X such that m < A and is

of bounded variation, then m, -+ m in variation norm.
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PROOF: Suppose X has RNP. Then by Brooks' theorem applied to the singleton

{m}, we have m, - rn in variation norm.

Next, suppose (2) holds and fix the finite measure space (, E, p), and sup-

pose m : E -* X is of bounded variation and m < . For each partition 7r, define

: -+ X by

m(A)

f,- SXA.
AEr

Then, f,. E L1 (p, X) and

m.(B) >3p( A nB)Arn(A) = J )XAdt=Jfd~i.
A) l=Bm A=( A dp )p

AE (A AE B p4AB

Thus, |m,|(Q) =|)ff| for each 7r. However, (n,.) converges in variation norm

by hypothesis; consequently (f,.) is Cauchy in L1 ( , X) and therefore converges to

some f E L1 (p, X). Then for each B E E, fB f,l dp = mnr(B) -+ n(B), but also

fB f, dt -+ fB f dp. Hence m(B) = fB f dp for all B E E, and by definition X has

RNP with respect to (Q, E, pa). Since a space has RNP if and only if it has RNP

with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0,1], the theorem holds.

When considering Brooks' theorem applied to a singleton {m}, it is apparent

that this theorem provides the converse of Brooks' theorem; that is, if X is a space

for which Brooks' theorem holds, it must have RNP.

Consider applying the above theorem when m --* T : C(H, X) -+ Y or

n F- T : Ux(E) -+ Y; conditions under which m, -+ m in variation norm are

easily extracted. Also, if Y = R we have jITjj = i(Q) = Im(Q), which immediately

proves the following corollary.

COROLLARY 2.8. The following are equivalent:

(1) X* has RNP.
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(2) T,r -* T whenever in T : C(H, X) -+ R and n < p.

(3) T, -+ T whenever m +-+ T: Ux(E) -+ >R and m < p.

(4) Ti -* T whenever m - T : C([O,1],X) -+ R and m <K u= Lebesgue

measure.

Now let us consider the following question. If m +-+ T : C(H, X) -+Y,

m << pt, and X* has RNP, but L(X, Y) does not have RNP, what can we say about

conditions for T, -+ T? The previous theorems suggest that the answer should be

reasonable but they do not immediately yield the result, which is stated following

the next definition.

DEFINITION. Let m -a T: Ux(E) -+ Y or m T : C(H,X) -+ Y. For y* E Y*,

define m S : E -+ X* by mt*(A)(x) = (y*, m(A)(x)).

Note that |myjf (Q) = im*(Q) < IIIy*|().

THEOREM 2.9. The following are equivalent:

(1) X* has RNP.

(2) T,. -+ T whenever i T : Ux(E) -+ Y, where T is compact and {Im!|,* I

y* E By* } is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to a positive,

bounded, finitely additive p.

(3) T, -+ T whenever m -4 T : C(H, X) -+ Y where T is compact, [ is as in

(2), and t is regular.

PROOF: Suppose (1) holds, let X, m, and T be as stated, and consider T* : Y*

UX(E)*. Now Ux(E)* = {tp : E -+ X* has finite semivariation} by Theorem

1.1. Recall, however, that for such jp, l(G) = IpI(G). Also,

(T*(y*),xxa) = (y*, T(xxA)) = =my(A)(x),
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and hence T*(y*) <-+ %y*. As T is compact, so is T*. Thus, {m y : y* E By*}

is relatively compact in variation norm (= semivariation norm = IIT*(y*)I in this

case). Let p be as stated (such a p always exists by Brooks' theorem). Then by

Brooks' theorem, (m,,*), -+ my* uniformly in y* E By., in variation norm. Hence

T*(y*).r -T*(y*) uniformly in y* E By*. However, for f E Ux(E), we have

(T*(y* ), f) = (y*, T(f )) = y* m(A)
A6(A

Z my*(A) (f di =T*(y*),(f)

Thus, T,(y*) = T*(y*),, and T,*(y*) -+ T*(y*) uniformly in y* E By*, i.e. T,*-+

T*. Therefore, T7,. -+ T, and (2) holds.

For (2) implies (3), consider T : Ux(#(H)) -+ Y. As T is compact, m

takes its values in L(X, Y) and T is also compact. By hypothesis, T, -+ T. As

T, = T7.rC(H,x) and T = T IC(H,X), we have IIT, - T1 I 1T, - TiI -+ 0 and thus

T. -+ T.

It remains to show that (3) implies (1). Let m -+ T: C([0,1], X) -*R

such that rn < A = Lebesgue measure. Let y E Y with |fyJ |= 1 and define

T' : C([0,1], X) - Y by T'(f) = T(f)y. Define m' : E -+ L(X, Y) by m'(A)(x) =

m(A)(x)y, for all A E E, x E X. Since m is weakly regular, m' is also. Then for

f E C([0, 1], X), we have

Jfdrn' = (fdm y = T(f)y =T'(f),

i.e., m' <-+ T'. Since ||yjj = 1, jrn'(A))j = flm(A)j|; thus jm'j < A since m| < A.

Also, if 1y*|I 1, then | m',*I(A) Im'I(A), and consequently {Imy*: y* E By*} is

uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to A. Now T' is obviously compact;

hence, by hypothesis, T' -+ T'. But, it can readily be seen that T'(f) = T,(f)y;

thus T, -+ T. By Corollary 2.8, X* has RNP.
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In the above theorem, if m is of bounded variation then we may take y = |ml.

If m is strongly bounded, we may take any regular p such that i <K p. Note

also that the proof that (3) implies (1) above shows that in the setting m -+ T:

C(H, X) -+ Y, conditions (3) and (4) of Corollary 2.6 are not equivalent; an actual

example is given in 2.12. For a related theorem, see [BrL3, Theorem 2.3].

Before stating a corollary of Theorem 2.9, a discussion of the induced oper-

ator is in order.

DEFINITION. Suppose m +: T C(H, X) -+ Y. Define T : C(H) -+ L(X, Y),

the induced operator of T, by T(f)(x) = T(xf) for f E C(H). Define m: :Z -+

L(R, L(X, Y)) by m (A)(r) = rm(A) for r E I, A E E.

The next lemma gives the relationship between T and m#.

LEMMA 2.10. Suppose m - T : C(H,X) -+ Y and m is strongly bounded. Then

m+ - P.

PROOF: Let p E C(H) and let (f) be a sequence of simple functions converging

uniformly to . Then f xf, dm -+ f xo dm for all x E X, and f f,, dm -+ f p dm#.

Note, however, that for simple functions f = E ai x, we have

(ffdm) (x)= (Jc xA. dm (x) = ( m(Ai)(ci)) (x)

= aim(Ai)(x)= J XXA dm = Jxf dm.

Therefore, both

(fndn) (x)--+ (Jcoddm (x)

and

Jfdm (x) = Jfxff dm-+ x dm = T(xy) =T(p)(x).
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Hence, T(o) =4f p dm#.

It remains to show that m# is weakly regular. Since m is strongly bounded,

there is a regular measure pa on ,3(H) such that in < p; see [BrL1, Lemma 3.1] and

the proof of [DU, Thin. 4 p. 11], recalling that each |my|*j is regular [BrL1, Cor.

2.8.1]. Then m < p also. Now, if r E R and z* E L(X,Y)*, we have

(m(A)(r), z*) = r(m(A), z*) = rz*m(A).

Hence, (m#(-)r, z*) < p and is therefore regular. This shows that m# is weakly

regular.

Suppose p is regular and m is strongly bounded. It is easily seen that (m#)7=

(m,# and therefore (T),= (T,#. Also, since mi - (T)# (straightforward) and

?n# * (TO), we see that ^ and # commute also. The commutativity of ^ with ,

has been previously noted; therefore, we have commutativity of ^, ,, and #. We

now return to the main line of discussion.

COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose m +-4 T: C(H, X) -+ Y, where X* has RNP. If T is

compact, then so is T.

PROOF: Since T is compact, it is strongly bounded (see [BrL1, Thin. 4.2]). Then

there is a regular measure y on E such that Kn < f. By Theorem 2.9 and the

remarks following it, T,1 -+ T. Consequently m (and hence m) has relatively

compact range by Theorem 2.4. Finally, an application of Corollary 2.6 yields the

compactness of T.

Since the relative compactness of the range of m does not always guarantee

that T -+ T, the proof of Corollary 2.11 leaves open the possibility that T compact

always implies T compact. That this is not the case is seen in the next example.
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EXAMPLE 2.12. T is compact need not imply T is compact.

Let m :U([0,1]) -+ L(C([0,1]),IR) = C([0,1])* be given by m(A)(f) = fAf dA,

where A is Lebesgue measure. Then m is finitely additive; in fact, ||m(A)jf A(A),

and therefore m is a dominated representing measure (see [BrL1, Thm. 2.8]). Let

T : C([O, 1], C([0, 1])) -+ R be given by T(f) = f f din. Then T is certainly compact;

however, the range of m is not relatively compact. To see this, consider the sets

An = Ui' C, 2 i-1 where the Cn,i are the dyadic intervals. Let rn be the nth

Rademacher function. Then for k < n, we have

||m(An) -rm(Ak)||>.I|m(An)(rj 1) - m(Ak)(rn1 )I

= f dA- f rdA =-0 .
JAn JAk 2 2

Thus, since ma does not have relatively compact range, T is not compact according

to Corollary 2.6.

This example is curious, indeed, in light of the fact that several authors have

shown that T does inherit certain properties from T. For instance, if T is weakly

compact, n is strongly bounded; then T# (and hence T) is weakly compact by

[BrL1, Thm. 4.2]. Swartz showed in [Sw] that if T is absolutely summing, then so

is TP. P. Saab and Smith in [SSm] showed that T nuclear implies T nuclear if and

only if X* has RNP, even when T is considered to have range N(X, Y), the space of

nuclear operators. Note that this is the same condition on X as in Corollary 2.11.

This suggests numerous questions. In order to give a taste of what is involved,

the fact that T nuclear implies T nuclear, apparently due to Alexander [Al] (see

[SSm]), is proved next.

PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose m <-+ T : C(H, X) -+ Y where X* has RNP. If T is

nuclear, then so is P.
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PROOF: Suppose T is nuclear. Let (xn) C C(H, X)* and (y) C Y such that

En=l *jljxnjyn|j < oc and T(f) = E 1x*(f)yn for all f E C(H, X). Now, each

x* is of bounded variation and thus xn# : C(H) -+ X * is nuclear since X* has RNP

(see [DU, p. 173]). For each n, let (sk,n) C C(H)* and (wk,n) C X* such that

x~n(f) = E> 1 sk,n(f)wk,n for f E C(H) and so that

001

SI Isk,nIIIlwk,nII < Ikx#Ilnuc + 2n j I
k=1

For k, n E N, define zk,n E L(X,fY) by zkn(x) = wk,( )yn. Then,

00

T (f)(x) = T(xf) = E x*(xf)yn
n=1

00

n=1

00 00ZS Sk,(f)wk,nX ) y n
n=1 k=1

00 00

S S SknZ, ,n(x)yn
n=1 k=1

= E1:s k,n zk,n (x),

n=1 k=1

i.e.,
00 00

T(f) 5f5E sk,n(f)zk,n.

n=1 k=1

That this sum actually exists is apparent from the fact that

5 IISIk,nlhIzk,nII ( S>Isk,nlIIIwk,nIfI iyni
n=l k=1 n=1 (k=

00

1 n nuc + 2nUn 0

00

= 1+ x llnuc llyn||.
n=1
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However, if m - x, then n +-+ x*, and

|X*IiIInc = Im#I () = I(nnI() = 1111() = ||.

Thus the previous sum is finite. Hence, by definition, TO is nuclear.

What other conditions exist which would imply the compactness of T? The

next few theorems give the first part of the answer; the question is taken up again

in Chapter III. We need one more definition.

DEFINITION. X has the weak Radon-Nikodjm property (wRNP) if whenever m :

F -+ X is of bounded variation and m < py, there is a weakly measurable function

g : Q -+ X such that x*m(A) = f x*g dp for all x* E X* and A E E, i.e.

n(A) = (P)-fA g du, the Pettis integral of g with respect to p over A.

This property was introduced by Musial [Mul]. For more on the property

or on Pettis integration, see [Ta2]. The next theorem is essentially a translation of

an observation of Stegall (see f.i. [DU2] or [FT, p. 135]) into the present setting.

THEOREM 2.14. Suppose m +-+ T : C(H, X) -+ Y where m is of bounded variation

and L(X, Y) has wRNP. Then m has relatively compact range. Consequently, T

is compact.

PROOF: Let mn be as stated; then there is a Pettis-integrable f : H -+ L(X, Y) such

that m(A) = (P)-fA f dm| for all A E /3(H). Define S : L(X, Y)* -+ L1(ImI) by

S(x*) = x*f for all x* E L(X, Y)*. Then S is a bounded linear operator. In fact,

S is weakly compact since S(BL(XY)*) is bounded and uniformly integrable, which

in turn stems from the fact that ix*nI < y = lml uniformly in x* E BL(X,Y)*. Let

(x*4) be a sequence in BL(X,Y)*. As BL(X,Y)* is w*compact, (x4) has a w*-cluster

point, and hence a pointwise cluster point. Therefore, (x*f) has a measurable
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pointwise cluster point. By Fremlin's theorem ([Fr]; see also [Ta2, Chapter 8] or

[DU2]), there is a subsequence (x*..f) of (x* f) which converges pointwise Im-a.e.

(note here that (.H, /(H), jm) is a perfect measure space). But (x*.,f) is uniformly

integrable, and thus the Vitali convergence theorem (see f.i. [DS, p. 150]) guarantees

that (x*,f) converges in norm in L1(1rm2). Hence, S is a compact operator. Then,

S* : L (jmj) -+ L(X, Y)** is also compact. However,

(S*(XA),x*)=(XA,S(x*))= S(x*)d1ml

- IA d (x*, m(A)) = (rmn(A), x*).
I 

A=

Hence S*(XA) r=jrm(A). However, XA E BL(Ijm) for all A, and hence m has

relatively compact range. Consequently, T is compact (see Corollary 2.6).

Note that if m - T : C(H) -+ Y where Y has wRNP, then Theorem 2.14

says that T dominated implies T compact. However, if Y actually has RNP, then T

is dominated if and only if it is nuclear (see [DU, p. 173]). If C(H) has a Schauder

basis (i.e. H = [0, 1]), then by a theorem of Pisier [Pi] (see also [DU2, p. 189]), there

is a compact non-nuclear operator T : C(H) -* Y. Therefore, the compactness of

T does not guarantee its domination.

Much more about the operator S and the ideas of Theorem 2.14 and its

proof will be stated in Chapter III; in fact, it is these ideas and those of the partial

converse of the theorem that motivate much of Chapter III. Further remarks will

therefore mostly be reserved for that chapter. Before continuing, however, some

brief observations are in order.

PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose L(X, Y) has wRNP and m - T: C(H, X) -+ Y

where rn is of bounded variation. Let f be the Pettis-integrable Radon-Nikodfm

derivative of m, and let f,- be as in Theorem 2.7, where pa = Iml. Then f, -+ f in
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Pettis norm.

PROOF: By the theorem, T : C(H) -+ L(X, Y) is compact. Thus, m$ -+ m in

semivariation = scalar semivariation norm, by Corollary 2.6. Therefore, m, -+ m

in scalar semivariation norm. Thus, Ix*m, - x*mI(Q) -+ 0, uniformly in x* E

BL(X,y)*. However, we have that x*f,. is the Radon-Nikodm derivative of x*m-,

and x*f is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of x*m. Thus,

jIx* f, - x*f Idm = Ix*m, - x*m|( ),

and x*f .- + x*f uniformly over x* E BL(X,y)*. Therefore, f,. -+ f in Pettis norm.

If S is as in Theorem 2.14 and we define S, : L(X, Y)* -+ L'(Im|) by

S,(x*) = x*f,, then the above argument implies that S7 -+ S in operator norm.

Again, more about these ideas will be given in Chapter III.

The next theorem is the converse of Theorem 2.14 in the case Y = R. Two

proofs are given; the first is more constructive. The second is along the lines of

Example 2.12, and is essentially an adaptation of that given in [Mul, Cor. 10].

THEOREM 2.16. Suppose that for every compact Hausdorff space H and every

T : C(H, X) -+ IR, we have TP# compact. Then X* has wRNP.

PROOF 1: Suppose X* does not have wRNP. Then by a theorem of Musial [Mul]

and Janicka [Ja], 1 c X. Let Z be a copy of 1 in X. Then Z is separable.

By [Ba, Thm. 8] ([St] could also be used), there is a subset A of Bz* that is

w*-homeomorphic to the Cantor set with subsets C,i w*homeomorphic to the

2n

dyadic intervals, and a bounded sequence (wn,j)>1 ' 0 in Z such that Ix*(wn,) -

(pn,j(x*)I < y for all x* E A, where PnJ, are the "Rademacher-type" functions of

[Ba]. Define a regular Borel measure p on H = (Bz*, w*) by p(Bz* \ A) = 0 and
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= Haar measure on A.

Define m : /(H) -+ L(Z, R) = Z* by m(A)(x) = fA x dpi (where we iden-

tify x with x : Bz -+ JR by x(x*) = x*(x)). Then, m is certainly finitely ad-

ditive; also, I|m(A)II pu(A), and thus n is a dominated representing measure.

Let T : C(H, Z) -+ R be given by T(f) = f f dm (i.e., m <-+ T). Next, let

An = UK 1 Cn,2i.- 1. Let wn E Z such that Ix*(wn) - rn(x*)I < n for x* E Q,

where rn is the nth Rademacher function on A. Then if k <n, we have

|m(An)(wn) - m(Ak)(wn)I|= wn dp - wn dp
A An\Ak d JAk\An

SAn\Ak Ak\An

= (1(- 2dp-- 2

, = (1 )(An AAk) = 2 2n+1 -

Let M = supra ||wn| . Then, IIm(An) - nm(Ak)II } > , and m cannot have totally

bounded range. By Corollary 2.6, T is not compact.

Next, note that C(H, Z) is a closed linear subspace of C(H, X), and by the

Hahn-Banach theorem, there is a continuous linear extension T' of T to C(H, X).

Now consider T'#. We have

JjT' (f)j| - sup IT'#(f)(x)j sup IT' (f)(x)I = sup IT'(xf)I
xEBx xEBz xEBz

= sup IT(xf)I = sup IT(f)(x)I = IT(f)II,
xEBz xEBz

for each f E C(H). Thus, as TO is not compact, neither is T' . This gives a

contradiction; hence, X* must have wRNP.

PROOF 2: Suppose X* does not have wRNP. Then as above, c+ X. Con-

sequently (see [Ro2] or [Pe]), Ll([0,1]) <-* X* (this is also part of Exercise 2
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pp. 211-212 of [D]). Let rn : O([0,1]) -+ X* be given by m(A) = F(XA), where

F : L1 ([0,1]) -+ X* is an isomorphism. Then m is certainly finitely additive and

I|m(A)II ; IFIIA(A) where A is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]; hence, m is a dominated

representing measure. Now (identifying X* with L(X, 7?)) define T : C([0,1], X) -+

R by T(f) = f f dm. Notice, however, that m does not have relatively compact

range (consider, for instance, the collection of sets (A) as in Proof 1). By Corollary

2.6, T is not compact, a contradiction. Thus X* must have wRNP.

The preceeding discussion will be resumed in Chapter III. The rest of this

chapter is devoted to more issues in the convergence of conditional expectations.

Consider the five statements of Proposition 2.5, where m - T: C(H, X) -+

Y and m < t, u regular. The equivalence of (2) and (3) was noted there. If in is

strongly bounded, then statements (4) and (5) are both equivalent to the statements

that T is compact and T1 -+ TO; this is seen from Corollary 2.6, since m and ma

have the same range and the semivariation of mi is the scalar semivariation of m.

That (2)-(5) are not all equivalent can be seen from the following proposition, which

shows that the converse of Theorem 2.4 is, in general, false.

PROPOSITION 2.17. If in T : C(H, X) -+ aR, then T -+ T need not imply that

T, -+ T.

PROOF: Let X be a Banach space such that X* has wRNP but not RNP (such

spaces exist - for example, X can be the James tree space; see [Ta2, p. 87] and [DU,

p. 214]). Let H = [0,1]. By Theorem 2.14, T is compact, for all T : C(H, X) -+ R.

Let p be Lebesgue measure and let in < p where m E- T : C(H, X) -+ R. We then

have T4 -+ TP. If this implied that T, -+ T, then by Corollary 2.8, we would have

that X* has RNP, a contradiction.
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Now consider the first three statements of Corollary 2.6 in the setting n

T : C(H, X) -+ Y with m < p, y regular. The only implication that remains

true in this setting is (1) implies (2), provided by Theorem 2.4. The proof of

Proposition 2.17 above shows that (2) and (3) together need not imply (1), and the

fact that (3) does not imply (2) was treated in Example 2.12. To see that (1) and

(2) does not imply (3), let H be a singleton and let X and Y be such that there

is a noncompact operator f : X -+ Y. Let n(H) = f and m(q) = 0. Let T +-+ m.

Then C(H, X) " X, and T : C(H, X) -+ Y is actually f : X -+ Y. Hence, T is not

compact. However, m,. = m for the unique partition r of H and m certainly has

relatively compact range.

There are, of course, other types of convergence for conditional expectations

in certain cases. This chapter closes with a brief mention of two of these. It

is transparent from Brooks' theorem and [DU, p. 173] that if L(X, Y) has RNP,

m -+ T: C(H, X) -* Y where in is of bounded variation, and n < p, then

T, -+ T# in nuclear norm. Now suppose X* and Y have RNP. If T : C(H, X) -* Y

is absolutely summing, then by a theorem of Swartz [Sw], n takes its range in the

space of absolutely summing operators and is of bounded variation with respect to

the absolutely summing norm. Andrews [An] showed that in this case AS(X, Y)

has RNP (see Heinrich [He] for earlier results in this direction). Hence by Brooks'

theorem, m, -+ m in the variation (with respect to the absolutely summing norm)

norm.



CHAPTER III

THE COMPACT RANGE PROPERTY

This chapter includes both new results about the compact range property

(CRP), along with related properties and ideas, and a brief survey of the literature

on the CRP. The most significant results of this paper appear in this chapter.

The chapter begins with a new Radon-Nikodym type characterization of the

CRP, motivated by the work of the previous chapter. The equivalence of CRP and

wRNP for dual spaces is then obtained as a corollary. Following this, basic facts

about the representing functions of the aforementioned characterization are given.

Then the characterization of the CRP is refined. An alternate definition of the CRP

is introduced next, and the various definitions are shown to be equivalent. A survey

of the CRP, including other characterizations of the CRP, follows. Afterwards,

a Liapuonoff theorem of Uhl is extended to the CRP case. Then, two CRP-like

properties are introduced, one of which is shown to be equivalent to the RNP. The

discussion then returns to the representing functions, and several facts about the

space cca(E, X, p) are obtained from such considerations. The chapter ends with

some miscellaneous results.

Recall that in Chapter II, conditions under which T dominated (equivalent to

rn having bounded variation) implies T compact were investigated. Theorem 2.14

gave a sufficient condition, but Theorem 2.16 gave the converse only when Y = R.

The ideas of Theorems 2.14-2.16, however, give rise to the following definition.

DEFINITION. X has the compact adjoint representation property (CARP) if for

34
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every compact Hausdorff space H, whenever pu is a measure on 13(H) and m :

3(H) -+ X is a p-continuous vector measure of regular bounded variation, then

there is a compact operator S :X* -+ L1(f) such that (x*, m(A)) = fA S(x*) dft

for all A E /3(H) and x* E X*.

If X has wRNP, we may let f be the Pettis-integrable Radon-Nikodfm deriva-

tive of m and define S : X* -+ L 1(f) by S(x*) = x*f for x* E X*. That S is

compact is guaranteed by the observation of Stegall (Theorem 2.14). Hence, wRNP

implies CARP. Notice, of course, the similarity of the definition of CARP to those

of RNP and wRNP.

Before stating the first main result of this chapter, the fact that CARP is an

isomorphic property is proven.

PROPOSITION 3.1. CARP is an isomorphic property.

PROOF: Let F : X -+ X' be an isomorphism (onto). Then F* : X'* -+ X* is also

an isomorphism (onto). Suppose X has CARP. Consider a measure f on /3(H), H

compact Hausdorff, and m : 3(H) -+X' a p-continuous vector measure of regular

bounded variation. Then F'lm :/3(H) -* X is also p-continuous and of regular

bounded variation. Let S: X* -+ L'(f) be such that (x*, F~1m(A)) = fA S(x*)dft

for all A E /(H), x* E X*. Now let S' : X'* -+ L1(f) be given by S'(x'*) =

S(F*(x'*)) for x'* E X'*. Since F-1* = F*~l, we have

(x'*,m(A)) = (F*-1 F*x'*, m(A)) = (F*x'*, F-1m(A))

=' S(F*x*)dft = I S'(x'*) dft.
JA JA

As S' = S o F* and S is compact, so is S'. By definition, X' has CARP.

The proof of the next theorem uses ideas from the proofs of Theorem 2.14
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and Proposition 2.15.

THEOREM 3.2. The following two statements are equivalent:

(1) If m +-+ T: C(H, X) -+-Y, we have T dominated implies TPt compact.

(2) L(X, Y) has CARP.

PROOF: Suppose L(X, Y) has CARP and let m <-+ T : C(H, X) -+ Y with

T dominated. Let S : L(X, Y)* -+ L1 (ImI) be a compact operator such that

(x*, n(A)) = fAS(x*) dIml for all A E (3(H). Then, S* : Lr(Iml) -+ L(X, Y)** is

also compact. However,

(S*(XA), x*) = (xA, S(x*)) = JS(x*) dImr = (x*,m(A)) = (rm(A), x*)

for all x* E L(X, y)*, i.e., S*(XA) = ?Jm(A), for all A E 3(H). Since XA E BLOO(mIm)

for each A, then m has relatively compact range. Consequently, T is compact.

Conversely, suppose (1) holds. Let p be a measure on /3(H) and suppose

m : /3(H) -+ L(X, Y) is p-continuous and of regular bounded variation. Then

there is a T : C(H, X) -+ Y that corresponds to m. As this T is dominated, by

hypothesis we have T compact. Thus, by Corollary 2.6, m, -+ mr in semivariation

norm = scalar semivariation norm, and therefore n, -+ n in scalar semivariation

norm. Hence, Ix*m, - x*mt(Q) -+ 0, uniformly in x* E BL(x,Y)*. However, as

in the proof of Theorem 2.7, each m, has a Radon-Nikodm derivative f,. Then

x*m(-) = f(.) x*fl df for each x* E L(X, Y)*. Therefore, (x*f,) converges to

some S(x*) E L1 (f), uniformly in x* E BL(x,Y)*. S is clearly a linear function

from L(X, Y)* to L1(f). Also,

(x*,m(A)) = lim(x*,mr(A)) = limnx* frdf = S(x*)dt.
7rJ A JA

It remains to show that S is compact. For each partition r, define S, : L(X, Y)*

L1 (f) by S,(x*) = x*ff,. Then each S. is a finite rank operator (its range is spanned
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by the set {XA : A E 7r}). But from the above we have that S,(x*) --+ S(x*)

uniformly in x* E BL(x,y)*, i.e., S, -* S in operator norm. Thus S must be

compact. Consequently, L(X, Y) has CARP.

The form of the statement and proof of the theorem above was chosen to

fit that of Theorems 2.14 to 2.16; no internal characteristics of L(X, Y) were used.

Note that the key to the proof was Corollary 2.6. The main issue here is actually the

compactness of S; there is a more obvious method for obtaining a not necessarily

compact S in any Banach space which is discussed along with other comments on

this theorem after a definition and two corollaries.

DEFINITION. X has the compact range property (CRP) with respect to (Q, E, p) if

and only if every A-continuous X-valued measure of bounded variation has relatively

compact range. X has the CRP if and only if it has the CRP with respect to every

finite measure space (Q, E, p).

This definition was introduced by Musial [Mu2]. In the same paper, it is

remarked that if X has the CRP with respect to some non-atomic t (such as

Lebesgue measure on [0,1]), then it has the CRP.

COROLLARY 3.3. The CARP and the CRP are equivalent.

PROOF: Let t be Lebesgue measure on [0,1] = H. Then rn : E - Y is A-continuous

and of regular bounded variation if and only if it corresponds to a dominated op-

erator T : C(H) -+ Y, and it has relatively compact range if and only if T = T is

compact. Apply Theorem 3.2 with X = R and we have that CARP implies CRP.

For the converse do the same thing for an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space H.

Proposition 3.1 is used implicitly.
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The significance of this result is that from the introduction of the CRP, it

has always been studied in conjunction with RNP and wRNP, but until now had

not had a representation of that form. That these theorems accomplish that and

firmly establish the CRP as a Radon-Nikodm type property is clear. A sharpening

of the definition of the CARP appears later; the reliance upon compact Hausdorff

spaces and regularity is superfluous.

Theorems 2.14, 2.16, and 3.2, along with Corollary 3.3, immediately give rise

to

COROLLARY 3.4. For dual spaces, wRNP and the CRP are equivalent.

This fact is due independently to Rybakov, Musial, and Janicka (see [Mul,

Cor. 10] and [Ry]) and in another form to Bourgain (see [Egl, Thin. 2]). The

theorem that appears in [Mul], attributed to Rybakov, states that X contains no

isomorphic copy of 1 if and only if X* has the CRP. Corollary 3.4 follows by

the theorem of Musial and Janicka equating non-embeddability of 1 with wRNP

for the dual. The proof of [Mul, Cor. 10] uses another theorem of Musial [Mul,

Lemma 21 that serves to show that a modified form of CARP for dual spaces X*

(S : X - L1(pa) is compact instead of S : X** -+ L1 (p) is compact) is equivalent

to the CRP (for X*). Note here also that wRNP and the CRP are, in general,

different; it is transparent that the CRP is hereditary, while it is also well-known

(see f.i. [Ta2, p. 81]) that wRNP is not.

Up to this point in the paper, two representation theorems have been utilized.

Before going further, we need a third.

PROPOSITION 3.5. [DU, p. 6] Suppose p is an extended real-valued nonnegative

finitely additive measure on E. Then there is a one-to-one linear correspondence
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between L(L (,p), X) and the space of all bounded vector measures Z : E -* X

that vanish on p-null sets defined by T - m if T (f) = f f dm for all f E L ( )

Moreover, 1Th = |ImI(Q).

The theorem will be applied using a measure on E. This representation is

actually not new; it is merely that of Theorem 1.1 in a different context. Suppose

m is a bounded vector measure that vanishes on ft-null sets, and T : L(p) -+

X corresponds to m. Define T' : U(E) -+ X by T'(f) = T([f]) for each f E

U(E), where [f] represents the equivalence class of f in L( ). As m has bounded

semivariation, and obviously T'(f) = f f dm for all f E U(E), we have m <-+ T'.

Conversely, if T' : U(E) -+ X and m + T' where m vanishes on f-null sets, then

define T : L (p) -+ X by T([f]) = T'(f) for all f E U(E). That T is well-defined

is seen from the fact that f f dm = 0 if f = 0 f-a.e. since m vanishes on f-null

sets. Hence m corresponds to T. Since T and T' have the same range and norm,

and T, * m, H T', the conclusion of Corollary 2.6 remains valid in the L(p)

setting. See [DU, Section VI.1] for other results; those results, as well as those of

Corollary 2.6, will hereafter be used without mention. The stage is now set for a

return to the issues of Theorem 3.2.

THEOREM 3.6. Let (Q, E, p) be a finite measure space and let 77 be an X-valued

f-continuous vector measure. Then there is a weakly compact operator S : X* -+

L1 (ft) such that the following hold:

(1) (x*,m( A)) = fA S(x*)d for all A E E and x* E X*.

(2) S* =_r7 o T, where m <-+ T : L( p) -+ X.

(3) |S11 =117211(Q) =1|T||.

(4) S,.(x*) weakIy> S(x*) uniformly in x* E Bx*.

(5) S, -+ S if and only if S is compact if and only if m has relatively compact
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range.

PROOF: Since m « <t, it is countably additive and hence bounded. Therefore,

x*m is of bounded variation and x*m < p, for each x*. By the Radon-Nikodm

theorem, x*m has a derivative S(x*), for each x* E X*; this shows that (1) holds

for the function S. That S is linear is clear. Also,

jS|/ = sup IIS(x*)II = sup Ix*mrn(Q) = I|mnI(Q),
x*EBx* x*EBx*

and thus S is bounded. Let T : Lo(p) -+ X correspond to m. Then IjSMj =

IImHI(Q) = ThII, finishing up (3). Also,

(S*(XA),x*) = (XA, S(x*)) = JS(x*)dp= (x*,m(A))

= (x*, T(XA)) = (ro T(XA),x*),

for each x* E X*. Thus, S* = r/ o T and (2) holds. But, as n is countably additive,

T is weakly compact; thus, S* and S are also weakly compact. For (4), first recall

the definition of Sr from the proof of Theorem 3.2; S,(x*) = x*f,, where f, is the

Radon-Nikodym derivative of m,. Then, each S. is a finite rank operator, and,

in fact, S, represents m, as in the portion of this theorem proven so far. Now,

S,(x*) weakly> S(x*) uniformly in x* E Bx* if and only if (f, S,(x*)) -+ (f, S(x*))

uniformly in x* E Bx* for each f E L00(p), if and only if (S*(f), x*)--+ (S*(f), x*)

uniformly in x* E Bx* for each f E L00(p), i.e., whenever S*, converges to S*

pointwise. This is the same as r7 o T, converging to r/ o T pointwise by (2); but T

does converge to T pointwise by Theorem 2.2 and the remarks after Proposition

3.5. We thus have (4). For (5), note that S, -+ S implies S compact as each S, has

finite rank. If S is compact, so is T, and that implies that in has relatively compact

range. The latter statement is also equivalent to m, -+ m in semivariation norm.
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Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, x*m, -+ x*m in variation norm uniformly in

x* E Bx*, and thus S,(x*) -+ S(x*) uniformly in x* E Bx*, i.e. S, -+ S.

Note that condition (1) uniquely defines S. An alternate approach to obtain-

ing S is to consider n taking its values in X** and using the w*-Radon-Nikodfm

derivative of m. The existence of a weakly compact operator satisfying (1) and part

of (3) appears in [DS, VI.8.1]. Also, m does not have to be of bounded variation

or even of a-bounded variation. The S that corresponds to m above is called the

representing function of n. This also shows that X has CRP if and only if S -+ S

for all measures m as in the definition of CARP.

As has been previously stated, the reliance upon compact Hausdorff spaces

and regularity in the definition of CARP is unnecessary.

DEFINITION. X has the CARP with respect to (Q, E, y) if the representing function

S of each X-valued p--continuous vector measure m of bounded variation is compact.

Redefine the CARP to mean X has CARP if and only if it has CARP with respect

to every finite measure space (Q, E, pt).

COROLLARY 3.7. X has the CARP with respect to (Q, E, p) if and only if it has

the CRP with respect to (Q, E, y).

The proof is immediate from the definitions and Theorem 3.6. Note that

[Mul, Lemma 2] insures that the CARP implies the CRP for spaces whose duals

do not contain V.
Because of the use of Fremlin's theorem, Stegall's observation guarantees

that wRNP with respect to (Q, E, p) implies CARP with respect to (Q, E, y) only

when (Q, E, y) is perfect. Indeed, Fremlin and Talagrand [FT, Section 2D] have

given an example of an indefinite Pettis integral with non-totally bounded range.
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However, if X has wRNP, then it has the CRP as shown above. This fact was

announced by Musial in [Mul] and proven in [Mu2].

Yet another proof of the equivalence of the CARP and the CRP may be ob-

tained by considering Talagrand's definition of the CRP. In the next two theorems,

this alternate definition is shown to be equivalent to the CARP and the original

definition of the CRP.

DEFINITION. [Ta2, p. 76] X has the CRP with respect to (Q, E, p) if each operator

T : L1(p) -+ X has the property that T (oL(,) is compact.

Talagrand calls such an operator a Dunford-Pettis operator. This can be jus-

tified with the usual definition of a Dunford-Pettis operator. The astute reader will

notice the great similarity in reasoning between the proof below and the standard

proof that X has RNP with respect to (Q, E, it) if and only if each T E L(L1 (p), X)

is Reisz representable (see f.i. [DU, p. 63]).

THEOREM 3.8. X has CARP with respect to (, E, A) if and only if it has the CRP

with respect to (Q, E, A).

PROOF: Suppose X has CARP with respect to (Q, E, ). Let T : L1( ) -+ X be

a bounded linear operator. As TILoo() : L() -+ X is also an operator (with

norm < p(r)HTII), we may let m : E -+ X correspond to TILo(,). Then I|m(A)II =

|IT(xA)II| ITIIp(A), and therefore n < A and m is of bounded variation. Let S

be the representing function for m; as X has CARP, S is compact. Therefore, so is

TILO(,), and X has CRP with respect to (Q, E, p).

Conversely, suppose X has CRP with respect to (Q, E, A). Let rn <t be of

bounded variation. Then Im < t also. Therefore, there is a countable partition

(E,2) of Q such that (n-1)p(E) ml(E) np(E) for all E E E such that E c E.
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Define T(f) = fE f dn for simple functions. Then I IT(f)II n|fII1 and T

extends to a bounded linear operator from L1( ) to X. Now let m *-+ TlIL o(,).

We have mn(A) = T(xA) = m(A n E) for A E E, and thus m < p and

I|msII(Q) < Imn|(Q) = Imj(En). Let S be the representing function for rn. By

hypothesis, T IL- (,,) is compact and hence by Theorem 3.6, so is each Sn. But,

since mnI is countably additive,

00 00

S IISnII 5 ImI(En) = In(Q) < 00.
n=1 n=1

Thus, S = n So is a compact operator from X* to L1 ( ). Then,

00 00

(x*, m(A)) =_(x*, > m(A fn En)) = (x*, m(A n En))
n=1 n=1

=_>,(x*, mn(A))= IASn(x*)d = S(x*)d.
n=1 n=1 A A

Therefore, X has CARP.

Note that if S is the representing function of in where m corresponds to

TIL-(,,) with T : L1(p) -+ X, we have jISIj = JITIL-()fI from Theorem 3.6.

However, in this case, we get that S maps into L (p), and considered that way,

IIS1I00 = IITII.

PROPOSITION 3.9. The two definitions of the CRP are equivalent.

PROOF: Suppose every [t-continuous X-valued vector measure of bounded variation

has relatively compact range. Let T : L1(p) -+ X. Let m : E -+ X be given by

rn(A) = T(XA). Then in < , in is of bounded variation, and m - TILo (,). By

hypothesis, m has relatively compact range; therefore, TIL (,9) is compact.

Conversely, suppose each T : L1 (-) -+ X has the property that TIL (,) is

compact. Let m : E -+ X be of bounded variation such that in <p. Define En,
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mn, and Tn as in the previous proof; then TfIL-o(I,) is compact for each n, and

thus each mn has relatively compact range. Let e > 0. There is some N E N such

that En>N mn (S2) = Zn>N I|nI(En) < 2, since Iml is countably additive. For

each n < N, choose a finite a-net from E restricted to En for the range of ma.

Let E E E. For n < N, let Hf be a member of the appropriate N-net such that

Ilmn(E) - mn(Hn)iI < N. Let H = UJN11H. Recall that each H 1 C En, so the

union is disjoint. Then

00 N

I|m(E) - m(H)lI = > mn(E) -> mn(Hn)
n=1 n=1

N

< S m,,(E) + |i| jma(E) - mn(Hn)lj
n>N n=1

< +
<2 2N

Therefore, the finite number of possible unions of sets from the N finite s-nets

yields an E-net for m. Therefore, m has relatively compact range.

When Talagrand introduced his definition he did not prove its equivalence

with the original definition, as is his custom. The author believes that the intended

proof must be similar to that given above. A much more unwieldy argument is

given in [Em].

We now present a survey of known results pertaining to the compact range

property. Other characterizations of the CRP have been given by Musial [Mu2],

Egghe [Egi], and Girardi [Gil], [Gi2]. Egghe called the CRP property (a), and

Girardi called it the CCP (complete continuity property). Selected equivalences

appear below; for definitions, see the papers cited.

THEOREM 3.10. The following are equivalent:

(1) X has the CRP.
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(2) [Mu2] X has the CRP with respect to a non-atomic pu.

(3) X has the CARP.

(4) [Ta2] If T : L1(u) -+ X, then TILoo( ) is compact.

(5) [Mu2] Every terminally uniformly integrable martingale of X-valued func-

tions (or uniformly integrable martingale of X-valued simple functions) on

(Q, E,1p) is Cauchy in P(Q, E, t, X).

(6) [Mu2], [Egi] Every uniformly bounded martingale of X-valued functions (or

X -valued simple functions) on (9, E, pu) is Cauchy in P(Q, E, f,, X).

(7) [Egi] Every uniformly bounded (or uniformly bounded and finitely gener-

ated) amart in X is Pettis-Cauchy.

(8) [Gil] If T : L1(p) -+ X, then T*(BX*), as a subset of L1 (p), satisfies the

Bocce criterion.

(9) [Gi2] Every bounded subset of X is weak-norm-one dentable.

(10) [Gi2] Every bounded subset of X is midpoint Bocce dentable.

(11) [Gi2] Every bounded subset of X is Bocce dentable.

(12) [Gi2] No bounded separated 6-tree (or 6-bush) grows in X.

(13) [Gi2] No bounded 6-Rademacher tree grows in X.

The topic of Bocce oscillation and the Bocce criteria will be investigated in

a somewhat more general setting in Chapter IV. See also [DU2, p. 173-174] for a

theorem similar to the equivalence of (1), (4), and (6) above.

Other Radon-Nikodfm type properties exist and have been compared to the

CRP. One of these is the weak*-RNP (w*-RNP): X has the w*-RNP if for every

X-valued pt-continuous vector measure m of bounded variation, there is a Pettis-

integrable g : Q -+ X** such that (x*,rm(A)) = fAx* o g dp for all x* E X* and

A E E. Talagrand remarked that w*RNP implies CRP, and discusses w*-RNP
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in [Ta2, Section 7-4]. Other results have been obtained by E. Saab [Sa], who also

discusses the B*RNP. Talagrand shows that for Banach lattices, RNP and w*-RNP

are equivalent under axiom L; Saab shows that the assumption of axiom L may be

omitted. However, both Talagrand [Tal] and Caselles [Ca] have given examples

of Banach lattices having RNP but failing the CRP. Thus, the CRP is strictly

weaker than the w*-RNP. Saab also gives an example showing that the w*-RNP is

strictly weaker than the wRNP, for in fact the w*-RNP is hereditary (also proved

by Talagrand under axiom L). Incidentally, the fact that RNP and wRNP are

equivalent for Banach lattices is due to E. Saab and Ghoussoub [GS].

The B*RNP mentioned above is equivalent to strong regularity (due to

Schachermayer - see the remark at the end of [Sa]), and is stronger than the

w*-RNP. Many results relating the B*RNP to wRNP, w*-RNP, etc. are found in

[Sa]. Also, Ghoussoub, Godefroy, Maurey, and Schachermayer discuss regularity

and strong regularity of operators T : L'([0,1]) -+ X and their connections with

w*-RNP and RNP in their memoir [GGMS]. The B*RNP turns out to be an oscil-

lation condition stronger than the Bocce oscillation condition that Girardi used in

characterizing the CRP.

Spaces that have the CRP include, of course, those with any of the afore-

mentioned properties that imply it. Also, spaces with the Schur property have the

CRP, as observed by Egghe [Egi]. Egghe also observed that JT* and JF* (see [LS])

have the CRP; in fact, it has already been mentioned that JT* has the wRNP. As

observed by several authors, the spaces co, f , and L 1(p) (y nonatomic) do not

have the CRP. In fact, the usual examples (see for instance [DU, p. 60-61]) that

show that these spaces do not have RNP suffice, as the measures constructed there

are countably additive and of bounded variation but do not have relatively norm

compact range. Other spaces without the CRP will be given shortly.
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The question of which spaces of bounded linear operators have the RNP

has been studied for quite a while. The first major general results were obtained

by Diestel and Morrison [DM]; these have been extended somewhat by Andrews

[An]. Among the results of [DM] is that if both X* and Y are separable, Y has

RNP, and L(X, Y) = K(X, Y), then L(X, Y) has RNP. Examples are the spaces

L(EP, t) for 1 < q < p < oo and L(co,tP). The fact that L(P,fq) = K(tptq)

for 1 < q < p < oo is due to Pitt [Pt] (see [LT, p. 76]). However, when the

preceeding is combined with a result of Grothendieck [Gr], the spaces L(eP, ) for

1 < q < p < oo are actually reflexive (see [Ru] for Grothendieck's result; see also

[Ka, Cor. 2]); hence the knowledge that these spaces have RNP is quite old. Note

here also that Rosenthal [Rol] has extended the results of Pitt to a wider class of

spaces.

Another result in [DM] is that if either X or Y has an unconditional finite

dimensional Schauder decomposition and there is a non-compact T : X -+ Y, then

L(X, Y) contains . This shows not only that L(X, Y) does not have RNP, but

that it does not have CRP. Examples of L(X, Y) spaces failing the CRP are also

apparent from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 of [ABL]. There, measures are

constructed that take their values in L(X, Y) spaces, are countably additive, and

are of bounded variation, but do not have relatively compact range. In fact, they

are measures on copies of the Cantor set, and a look at the sets A of the proof of

Theorem 2.16 yields the desired result. This ends our survey of the CRP.

The next result is an extension of Uhl's "Weak Liapuonoff Theorem for the

Strong Topology" [Uh] from spaces having RNP to those having the CRP. The

proof uses Corollary 2.6 and follows the general ideas of the proof of Uhl's theorem

given in [DU, p. 266]. Uhl's theorem has also been generalized from Banach spaces

to ]ocally convex spaces by Yaseen [Ya].
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THEOREM 3.11. Suppose m : S -+ X is of bounded variation, countably additive,

and nonatomic, and m has relatively compact range. Then m(>) is also convex.

Consequently, if X has the CRP, then the closure of the range of every X-valued

nonatomic countably additive vector measure of bounded variation is compact and

convex.

PROOF: Let m be as stated. Let t = Iml and let T : L (pt) -+ X correspond to

m. By Corollary 2.6, T,r -+ T. Let x1 , x2 E n(E). Fix 0 K a K 1. Let e > 0.

Let E1 , E2 E E such that lxi - m(Ei)H| < 2 for i = 1, 2. Let i be a partition

of Q refining {E1 ,Q \ E1} and {E2 ,Q \ E2} such that I|T,(f) - T(f)|| < for all

f E BLc,(,). Then for i = 1, 2, we have

(XE)---Z p A n Ei)?A p(A n Ei) (A)+ 3 (A n Ei)
AE,r A EyA AG 1 t(A) n(A)

ACE; AgE;

= ~m(A) = m(Ei).
AEir

AC ES

For A E i such that A C E1 but A g E2, let BA C A such that BA E E and

p(BA) = ap(A). For A E i such that A C E2 but A g E1, let BA C A such that

BA E E and p(BA) = (1 - a)p(A). For A E7 such that A C E1 n E2 , let BA = A.

For A E w such that A g E1 and A g E2, let BA = c. Let B = UAEBA. Then

T~r(XB =E p( A n B) ?IA

Ary(A)

- S (B m(A) 1+ 2m(A)
ACE 1  

A(A)m A E1(A)

Ag E2 ACE 2

+ /(BA)m(A) + ( $ m(A)
ACE 1  AZE 1
ACE2  AC E2

S5 am(A) + 5 (1 - a)n(A) + 5 am(A) + 5 (1 - a)m(A)
ACE 1  A2E 1  ACE 1  ACE 1
AgE 2 ACE2 ACE 2 ACE 2
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SSam(A) + 5 (1 - a)m(A) = am(Ei) + (1 - a)m(E2).
ACE 1  ACE 2

Therefore,

|taxi + (1 - a)x2 - m(B)II| |axi - am(E1)II + 1(1 - a)x2 - (1 - a)m(E2 )jj

+ I|am(E1) + (1 - a)m(E2 ) - m(B)I|

< a- +(1 - a)- +|IT-(XB)~- T(XB ~ <+~~=6.
2 2 2 2

Thus axi + (1 - a)x 2 E m(E), and rn(Z) is convex. The second statement follows

immediately.

The above theorem, in fact, characterizes the CRP; it can be shown that if

every nonatomic countably additive X-valued vector measure of bounded variation

has relatively compact range, then so does every countably additive X-valued vector

measure of bounded variation.

In Corollary 3.7, it was stated that the CRP is characterized by requiring

the representing functions of all countably additive X-valued measures of bounded

variation to be compact. What happens if we require them to be nuclear? The

answer appears in the next theorem, and it is not surprising given a result of Egghe

[Eg1].

THEOREM 3.12. The following are equivalent:

(1) X has RNP.

(2) The representing function S of each countably additive X-valued measure of

bounded variation is nuclear.

(3) For each S as in (2), S, -* S in nuclear norm.

PROOF: Suppose X has RNP and let S be as stated. Now, let f = DE'liXAL be
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an X-valued simple function in canonical form. Let R: X* -* L1 (p) be given by

n n

R(x*) = x*f = x* ZxiXAi = Z({r(xi),x*)XAi.
i=1 i=1

Then R is nuclear, and

n n

IRIIne 3 |IxiIIIIXA |II = |xi||3(Ai) = ] |f(-)|| d p = Ifi1.
i=1 i=1

Consequently, S, is nuclear for all 7r and |TIIIS lUC HIff1 = jmI(Q). Since X has

RNP, we have m -m in variation norm by Brooks' theorem. Therefore, (S.) is

Cauchy in nuclear norm and hence converges to some nuclear operator. But, we

know S, -+ S in operator norm since X has CRP. The operator norm is no greater

than the nuclear norm; hence, S, converges to S in nuclear norm.

Obviously, (3) implies (2); it remains to show that (2) implies (1). Let

(Q, E, p) be a finite measure space and let m be an X-valued -continuous vector

measure of bounded variation. By hypothesis, its representing function S : X* -+

L1(p) is nuclear. Let S(x*) = Z-1 x**(x*)fn (for all x* E X*) be a nuclear

representation for S. Note that

||xn*fn||1 = f|x*,*fn|| d =||xa* *|||fnl d =||x*I*|||fn||1;

hence, "1 xf**f is an absolutely summable series in L1 (p, X**). Let f be its

sum. Then for each A E F,

(J f d,x*) = (lim/ Lx**fu dt,x*)
IA JA n=1

= lim] xn*(x*)fn d = S(x*) d = (x*, m(A)).
An=1A

Thus, rm(A) = fA f dp for all A E E, i.e., f is an X**-valued Radon-Nikodjm

derivative of n. The proof is completed by an application of the next lemma.
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LEMMA 3.13. Suppose m : E --+ X is a a-continuous vector measure of bounded

variation and r o m has an X**-valued Bochner-integrable Radon-Nikod jm deriva-

tive g with respect to p. Then g(w) E r/(X) ,u-a.e.; hence, m has an X-valued

Bochner-integrable Radon-Nikodfm derivative.

PROOF: Let m and g be as stated. For each partition 7r of Q, let g, = E(g|E,),

where E, is the finite u-algebra generated by 7r. Then since

r/m(A)

IA g dp = r/m(A) = [xi (A) XA dp,
A IA pt(A)

we see that

g7 _ = mA XA E L1(1t 7X )) CL1(pX** )

AEy

As UXE = E, a martingale convergence theorem (see f.i. [DU, p. 126]) guarantees

that g -+ g in L1(A, X**). However, L1 (p, r,(X)) is a closed linear subspace of

Ll(p, X**); hence g E L1 (pr/(X)). Consequently, g(w) E r(X) A-a.e., and m has

an X-valued Bochner-integrable Radon-Nikodym derivative.

Note that the proof that (2) implies (1) in Theorem 3.12 shows that any time

m is an X-valued -continuous vector measure and its representing function is nu-

clear, then m has a Bochner-integrable Radon-Nikodym derivative and is therefore

also of bounded variation. Thus, in order to find a compact, nonnuclear opera-

tor S : X* -* L1(A) (for an arbitrary Banach space X), one need only find a

p-continuous vector measure with relatively compact range which does not have

bounded variation. The proof that (1) implies (3) can also be reversed, using the

converse of Brooks' theorem proved in Chapter II.

The CRP with respect to (&Z, E, A) for X actually guarantees that every A-

continuous X-valued measure of u-bounded variation has relatively norm compact

range (see [Mu2]). However, simple examples of vector measures into even reflexive
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spaces exist which are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on

[0, 1] but fail to have relatively norm compact ranges (f.i., [DU, p. 7]). In fact, it is a

theorem of Thomas [Th] that if X is infinite dimensional, then there is an X-valued

p-continuous (for some u) vector measure which does not have u-bounded variation

(see also [Eg2]). Recall that in Theorem 3.6, u-bounded variation was not needed.

It is therefore natural to ask which Banach spaces X satisfy the following definition;

a partial answer is given in Proposition 3.14, the converse of which is conjectured

to be true.

DEFINITION. X has superCARP with respect to (Q, Z, p-) if the representing func-

tion for each ft-continuous X-valued measure is compact. X has superCARP if it

has superCARP with respect to each finite measure space (Q, Z, p).

PROPOSITION 3.14. Every Schur space has superCARP.

PROOF: Recall that X has the Schur property if and only if relatively weakly

compact subsets of X are relatively norm compact (a consequence of the Eberlein-

Smulian theorem). A famous theorem of Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz states that

every countably additive vector measure on a u-algebra has relatively weakly com-

pact range; therefore each such measure has relatively norm compact range if it

takes its values in a Schur space. The proposition follows by Theorem 3.6.

The next few theorems deal with representing functions. The first question is

this: When does an arbitrary operator S : X* -+ L'(pu) represent some m : E -+ X?

When it does, it is called a representing function.

THEOREM 3.15. A bounded linear operator S : X* -+ LL(p) is a representing

function if and only if it is weak*-to-weak continuous.
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PROOF: Suppose S : X* -+ L1( ) represents rn : E -+ X. Then S* =?T,

where m <-+ T : L (p) -+ X, by Theorem 3.6; thus, S*(L (u)) C X. However,

S*(Lu(p)) C X if and only if S is weak*-to-weak continuous ([BLR, Thm. 2.1]).

Therefore S is weak*-to-weak continuous. Now, suppose S is weak*-to-weak con-

tinuous; we have S*(L (p)) C X. Also, S is weakly compact. Define n: E -+ X

by m(A) = S*(XA). Then

lim I|m(A)II|= lim sup I(m(A),x*) = lim sup I(S*(xA),x*)I
p(A)-+O p(A)-+0Ox* EBx* 14A)-+0x* EBx*

= lim sup I(XA, S(x*))I< lim sup /I(S(x*)Idp =O,
p( A>-+Ox*E6Bx* I( A)-+Ox*E6Bx* J A

since S(Bx*) is uniformly integrable. Therefore, m < p. Imbedded in the above is

the fact that (x*, m(A)) = fA S(x*) dp for all A E E; hence, S is the representing

function for m.

Note that in any case, a weakly compact S : X* L1 (p) represents some

X**-valued ft-continuous vector measure. For more on this see [DS, VI.8.1].

COROLLARY 3.16. The following are equivalent:

(1) X is reflexive.

(2) Every S : X* -+ L1 (fp) is a representing function.

(3) Every weakly compact S : X* -+ L'(p) is a representing function.

PROOF: Theorem 3.15 yields (1) implies (2), which obviously implies (3). For (3)

implies (1), let m : E -+ X** be a ft-continuous vector measure. Then, there is a

weakly compact S : X*** -* L1 ( ) that represents m. Let S' : X* -+ L1 (p) be

given by S'(x*) = S(r,(x*)). Then S' is a weakly compact operator. By hypothesis,

there is some m' : E -+ X that S' represents. Then for all A E S and x* E X *,

(7m'(A), x*) = (x*, m'(A)) = S'(x*) dp
J A
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=LS(r,(x*)) d = (r,(x*),nm(A)) = (m(A), x*).

Thus ?]m'(A) = m(A) for all A E E, i.e., m(E) r(X). But, m was arbitrary;

therefore X must be reflexive.

From the proof of (3) implies (1) it is obvious that the corollary remains

true if the measure space (Q, E, p ) is fixed, even if Q is a singleton (in which case it

makes sense to say that each element of X is its own representing function). Also,

when considering this corollary along with the comments after Theorem 3.12, we

see that the collection of compact non-nuclear operators S : X* -+ L1 (p), with X

a reflexive space, is in one-to-one correspondence with the collection of X-valued

p-continuous vector measures that have relatively compact range but are not of

bounded variation.

Theorem 3.15 has more consequences that will be discussed shortly. First is

a theorem on stability of representing functions.

PROPOSITION 3.17. Suppose S : X* -+ L1 (u) is the representing function for

m : Z -+ X. The following hold:

(1) If L : X -+}Y, then SL* represents Lm.

(2) r- 1 S** represents 171m.

(3) If L : Y* -+ X*, then y-1(SL)** represents L*lm.

PROOF: Suppose L : X -+ Y. Then SL* : Y* -+L(p) and Lm : E -+ Y. If

y* EY*and AEE,then

(y*, Lm(A)) = (L*y*, m(A)) = S(L*y*) dp.
JIA

Thus SL* represents Lm.

Next note that since S is weakly compact, we have S**(X***) C r7(L'(p));
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therefore rJ-1S** : X*** -+ L1(p) makes sense. Then for x*** E X*** and A E E,

I r-1S**(x***) dfp = (XA, ~1S**(x*** )) = (S**(x***), XA)

= (x***, S*(XA)) = (x***, rm(A)) = x***r/m(A).

The fact that S*(XA) = ?]m(A) is from Theorem 3.6. Therefore, 71lS** represents

r/m.

Finally, consider L* : X** - Y**. From (2), i-1S** represents rim. Then

by (1), r-1S**L** represents L*rm.

Consider the space cca(E, X, p) of countably additive X-valued measures

which are absolutely continuous with respect to p and have relatively compact

range, equipped with the semivariation norm, and the space K,* (X*, L1()) of

compact weak*-to-weak continuous operators from X* to L1 (p). Note that we

are not requiring the measures in cca(E, X, p) to be of bounded variation. If S :

X* -+ L1(p) represents m : E -* X, then from Theorem 3.6, S is compact if and

only if m has relatively compact range. It was also seen in Theorem 3.15 that an

arbitrary S : X* -+ L1( ) represents some f-continuous m : 7 -* X if and only

if it is weak*-to-weak continuous. Also from Theorem 3.6, JISII = 11mjj(Q). Thus,

cca(E, X, p) is isometrically isomorphic to K,* (X*, L1 (p)). Much is known about

the space K,* (X*, L1(p)). For an excellent survey, see [Ru]; for more recent results,

see [RW] and [Dr]. In fact, the above isometric isomorphism is a special case of the

isometric isomorphism between cca(E, X) and KW*(X*, cabv(E, X)) (see [Ru, p.

60]).

Several facts about cca(E, X, p) may be derived from the identification above.

One of these is a characterization of relative compactness, which is a special case of

[BrD, Thm. 5.2] and part of the characterization in [GR, Thm. 3.1].
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THEOREM 3.18. A subset K of cca(E, X, p) is relatively compact if and only if

(1) m, -+ m (in semivariation norm) uniformly in m E K, and

(2) {m(A) : m E K} is relatively compact for all A E E.

PROOF: Let K, = {S E K,*(X*,L1(p)) : S represents mn, m E K}. Suppose

K, is relatively compact. By Palmer's characterization of relative compactness

in L(X, Y) [Pa, Thm. 2.1], we have that Ks(Bx*) is relatively compact. But,

S(x*) is the Radon-Nikodfm derivative of x*m, and IIS(x*)|I = Ix*mI(Q), for each

x* E X*, S E K,8 . Hence K' = {x*m : x* E Bx*, m E K} is relatively compact in

variation norm. Also as Ks(Bx*) is uniformly integrable (since it is relatively weakly

compact), { Ix*mI : x*m E K'} is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to

y. By Brooks' theorem, x*m,r -+ x*m in variation norm uniformly in x*m E K';

thus n, -+ m in semivariation norm uniformly in m E K. By the same theorem

of Palmer, {S*(y*) : S E K3} is relatively compact for all y* E L' (p)* = L (p).

Since n(A) = S*(xA), we conclude that {m(A) : m E K} is relatively compact for

all A E E.

Conversely, suppose (1) and (2) hold. Using (1) and reversing the steps above

shows that Ks(Bx*) is relatively compact. By (2), {S*(XA) : S E K8 } is relatively

compact for all A. E E. Then for any simple function f E L( ), {S*(f) : S E K}

is relatively compact as it is a subset of a finite linear combination of compact sets.

In order to obtain a finite E-net for K,*(f) for an arbitrary f E L(pu), first obtain

a simple function f such that 1jf - fH < < , where M is a bound for K (K, is

bounded since it is collectively compact). Since HIS*(f - f)II < " for all SE K,

we need only choose an i-net for K*(f) to have an E-net for Ks*(f). By Palmer's

characterization, K. (and hence K) is relatively compact.

More can be said than the above. In fact, if K is relatively compact, then
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by [Pa, Thm. 2.2], UmEKml(E) is relatively compact. This chapter closes with some

miscellaneous results.

THEOREM 3.19. IffX* has CARP, every operator S : X -* L1(,p) is weakly compact.

PROOF: Since CARP is hereditary and does not have CARP, X* contains no

copy of . By [DU, p. 149], every operator T : Lu(p) -+ X* is weakly compact.

Thus S* : L((p) -* X* is weakly compact for every such S, and S is weakly

compact.

COROLLARY 3.20. If X* has the Schur property, every operator S : X -+ L'(p) is

compact.

PROOF: All Schur spaces have CARP as previously observed in this chapter. Then,

each S* as in the previous proof is compact since it is weakly compact; thus, each

5: X -* L1(p) is compact.

COROLLARY 3.21. Every operator S: co -+ L1(p) is compact.

It is believed that this last corollary is a known result.



CHAPTER IV

GENERALIZATIONS OF THE COMPACT RANGE PROPERTY

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss generalizations of the CRP. Specif-

ically, representing functions R : L(X, Y) -+ LL1 ( , Y) instead of S : X*--+ L1(p)

are studied. After some basic results analogous to those of Chapter III in a weak

sense, the notions of somewhat compactness and the somewhat compact represen-

tation property (SCRP) are introduced. Some preliminary results in this direction

are given. The chapter concludes with a discussion of Bocce oscillation and its

relationship to compactness in L1 ([, X).

For the remainder of this chapter, it will be assumed that the Banach space

Y has the Radon-Nikodjm property unless stated otherwise. The first theorem is

analogous to Theorem 3.6.

THEOREM 4.1. Let m : E -+ X be a p-continuous vector measure of bounded

variation. Then there is a bounded linear operator R: L(X, Y) -+ L1 ( u, Y) such

that frm(A) = fA R(f) dp for all f E L(X, Y) and A E E. Furthermore, IjRII

ImI(Q).

PROOF: Let f E L(X, Y). Then fm : E -+ Y is a p-continuous vector measure

of bounded variation. Since Y has RNP, there is some R(f) E L1(p, Y) such that

fmn(A) = fR(f) d for all A E E. That R is linear is seen by

R(af + g) d = (f + g)m(A) = afm(A) + gm(A)
JA
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= IAR(f)d p+R(g)dpu=JAR(f)+R(g)d .

Since their integrals agree over every measurable set, R(af +g) = aR(f) + R(g) as

a member of L'([, Y). Also,

IIR(f)II = IfmI(Q) If II I|nI(|().

Therefore, IiRI jmj(Q).

If R : L(X, Y) - L1 ( , Y) is a bounded linear operator, m : E -* X is a

bounded vector measure, and fm(A) = fA R(f) d for all f E L(X, Y) and A E E,

then we say that R Y-represents m or that R represents m in Y. We call R the

Y-representing function of n. If Y = R, R is simply the representing function of m

(as in the context of Chapter III). Note that Theorem 4.1 yields a Y-representing

function only when m is of bounded variation and ft-continuous; the Y-representing

function may or may not exist for a bounded p-continuous m : E -+ X. If Y = R,

Theorem 3.6 gives a representing function for all bounded t-continuous n : E -+ X.

However, if X = Y, m : E -+ X is p-continuous and bounded but not of bounded

variation (as in [DU, p. 7]) and f is the identity, then there is no Bochner-integrable

Radon-Nikodym derivative for fn and hence no representing function for in. Also,

upon careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3.15, it can be seen that if

S: X* -+ L1 ( ) represents in : E - X, then m must be f-continuous. This raises

several obvious questions.

DEFINITION. Let R : L(X, Y) -+ L1 ( , Y) be the Y-representing function of m:

E -+ X. For y* E Y*, define Ry* : L(X, Y) -+ L1 (p) by Ry*(f) = y* o R(f).

Note that if Y = R, then R~y*: X* -+ L1 (p) is a constant multiple of the rep-

resenting function S of n. The next three theorems are analogous to Theorem 3.6,
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Corollary 3.7, and Theorem 3.12, respectively, and they reduce to those theorems

when Y = R.

PROPOSITION 4.2. If R : L(X, Y) -* L1 (p, Y) is the Y-representing function of a

u-continuous m : E -+ X, then for every y* E Y*, Ry* is weakly compact.

PROOF: Let ry* <-R* : L(,) -+ L(X, Y)*. We have that ry*(A) = R* (XA);

therefore

ry.(A)(f) = (R*.(XA), f) = (xA, Ry* (f))

= Ry(f) dp = y* R(f) dp = y*fm(A),

for all f E L(X,Y) and A E E. Hence,

Iry.*(A)II = sup Iy*fm(A)II <; Iy*HI|m(A)II.
If 11 1

Therefore ry* < p since rm is, which implies that ry* is countably additive. By

[DU, p. 148], R*- (and thus Ry*) is weakly compact.

THEOREM 4.3. The following are equivalent:

(1) X has the CRP.

(2) For every f-continuous X-valued measure m of bounded variation and every

Y, if R represents rn in Y then Ry* is compact for all y* E Y*.

(3) For every ft-continuous X-valued measure m of bounded variation, there is

some Y and some y* E Y* \ {0} such that Ry* is compact whenever R

represents m in Y.

PROOF: Let m, u, Y, R, and y* be as stated in (2) and suppose X has the CRP.

As in the previous proof, y*fm(A) = fA Ry(f) dp for all f and A. Now, let S :

X* -+ L1(p) represent m. Then we also have y*fm(A) = fA S(y*f) dp. Therefore,
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S(y*f) = Ry-(f), and Ry*(BL(X,y)) C H|y*fS(Bx*). However, the latter set is

relatively compact since X has the CRP. Therefore, Ry* is compact.

For (3) implies (1), let m, y be as stated, and let Y and y* be such that

Ry* is compact. Without loss of generality suppose Iy* 1 = 1. Let y E By such

that y*(y) = }. Let Z = {x*y : x* E 2BX*} C 2 BL(Xy), where x*y(x) = x*(x)y.

Then,

/ R, (x*y) dpu = (y*, x*y(m(A))) = (y*, x*(m(A))y)

= x*m(A)y*(y) l=x*m(A) I= S( x*)dp.

Consequently, S(Bx*) C , *(Z), which is relatively compact. Therefore, S is

compact and m has relatively norm compact range. Since n and p were arbitrary,

X has the CRP.

THEOREM 4.4. The following are equivalent:

(1) X has RNP.

(2) For every Y, in, and p as in the previous theorem and y* E Y*, Ry- is

nuclear.

(3) for every m and lc as above, there is some Y and some y* E Y* \ {0} such

that Ry* is nuclear.

PROOF: Let Y, m, and p be as stated in (2) and suppose X has RNP. Let

R : L(X, Y) -+ L1(Q, Y) represent m in Y. Let y* E Y*. Let S : X* -+3L1(p)

represent i. By Theorem 3.12, S is nuclear; let S(x*) = xn*(x*)fn be a

nuclear representation of S. Define xz* : L(X, Y) -* R by xn*(g) = x**(y* o g), for

all g E L(X, Y). Then clearly x * is linear and IIx** < !Ixn**Iy*II. Now

Ry(f) = S(y*f) = Zxn*(y*f)fn =EX*(f)f2
n=1 n=1
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for all f E L(X, Y), and

00 00

I * ||II|fn|| I|y*I S xIIXn*IIIfnI| < 00.
n=1 n=1

Thus Ry* is nuclear.

Now suppose (3) holds and let m and y be as stated. Choose Y and y* E

Y* \ {0} such that Ry* is nuclear. Without loss of generality suppose 1jy* jj = 1

and let y E By such that y*(y) = 1. Let Rft (f) = E h*(f)fn be a nuclear

representation of Ry.. Define x E X** by x*(x*) = h*(x*y) where x*y is defined

as in the proof of the previous theorem. Note that (Ix ** ly l h*fl. Let S : X*

L1(pf) be the representing function for n. Then as in the previous proof,

00 00

S(x*) = Ry*(2x*y) = 2 E h*(x*y)fn = 25E x*(x*)fn.
n=1 n=1

Therefore S is nuclear. Since n and f were arbitrary, X has RNP by Theorem

3.12.

The previous theorems are analogous to those of Chapter III only in a weak

sense, that is they tell us about Ry* instead of R. Of course, if Y I=R, the two

are identical. But, what about R? For instance, is R always weakly compact? The

answer is no.

PROPOSITION 4.5. The Y-representing function of any p-continuous m of bounded

variation is weakly compact if and only if Y is reflexive.

PROOF: Suppose R represents m in Y and R is weakly compact. Then the set

{A R(f)dp: f E BL(x,Y)} = {fm(A) : f E BL(x,Y)}

is relatively weakly compact in Y for each A. However, given any y E jm(A)jBy,

there is a one-dimensional operator f with norm < 1 that takes m(A) to y. In
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other words, {fm(A) : f E BL(x,Y)} = IIm(A)IhBy. This latter set (for a nonzero

m(A)) is (relatively) weakly compact if and only if Y is reflexive. So far it has not

mattered whether m is of bounded variation. Now assume Y is reflexive. By the

preceeding discussion and a theorem of Dunford (see [DU, p. 101]), it suffices to

show that R(BL(x,y)) is uniformly integrable. We have

lim sup fI IR(f)II dp = lim sup IfmI(A) < lim Imrn(A) -+ 0,
(A)-+O I1f1l<1 J A O(A)-+ 0If11<1(A)-+O

since m <Kpc. Thus R is weakly compact.

Now suppose Y is reflexive. Is there yet any hope that if X has CRP then

R must always be compact when m is p-continuous and of bounded variation?

In this case, we have R*: Loc(p,Y*) -+ L(X, Y)*. Consider T = R*Iio(,Y*)-

The measure p : 5--+ L(Y*, L(X, Y)*) that corresponds to T (in the sense of a

modification of Theorem 1.1) can be found by

(p(A)(y*)(f) =(R*(y*XA), f) = (y*XA, R(f))

= y* R(f) d p = y* R(f) d p= y*fm(A),

for A E E, y* E Y*, and f E L(X, Y). As m has relatively compact range since

X has CRP, then ' also has relatively compact range (note j1p(A1) - p(A2)|I

rn(Ai) - m(A 2 )Ij). However, the fact that 'p has relatively compact range does not

imply that T is compact in this setting. Also taking a clue from [BrL3, Theorem

2.3], it appears that in order for T to be compact, we might need that 'p, -+ 'p

in semivariation norm. Attempts at proving that this is the case have so far been

unsuccessful.

With the preceeding in mind, a new line of attack on the problem is needed.

The insight behind the next definition comes from Brooks' theorem and is apparent
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in the theorems that follow. Note that all of the theorems of this chapter to this

point hold with L(X, Y) replaced by K(X, Y). Finally, recall that a subset H of

K(X, Y) is called collectively compact if UffEH f(Bx) is relatively compact.

DEFINITION. R : L(X, Y) -+ L1 (pu, Y) is called somewhat compact if whenever

H C BI(x,y) is collectively compact, then R(H) is relatively compact. X is said to

have the somewhat compact representation property with respect to Y (SCRP-Y)

if whenever m : E -+ X is a ,u-continuous vector measure of bounded variation and

R represents m in Y, then R is somewhat compact. If X has SCRP-Y for all Y,

then we say X has SCRP.

It is not difficult to see that if Y is finite dimensional then R : L(X, Y) -+

L'(p, Y) is somewhat compact if and only if it is compact. Therefore, X has

SCRP-R if and only if it has CRP. The next two theorems give upper and lower

bounds on the placement of the SCRP-Y properties within the hierarchy of Radon-

Nikodjm type theorems.

THEOREM 4.6. If X has RNP, it has SCRP.

PROOF: Suppose X has RNP. Let m : E -+ X be a [-continuous vector measure

of bounded variation and suppose R represents m in Y. We have that m, -+ m

in variation norm by Brooks' theorem. Let H C BK(xy) be collectively compact.

Since j|R(f)|j = IfmI(Q), it suffices to show that the set C = {fm : f E H} is

relatively compact in bv(E, Y). However, (fmrn), = f(m,), and

|fm - fm|(Q) |ffl|||, - m|(Q) 1<M,- mI(Q)

for all f E H; hence fm, -+ fm in variation norm uniformly in f m E C. Also,

{frn(A) : f E H} |Irm(A)II( U f(Bx)),
fEH
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which is relatively compact, for each A E E. Therefore by Brooks' theorem, C is

relatively compact, i.e., R(H) is relatively compact in L1(p, Y). Thus R is somewhat

compact, and X has SCRP.

THEOREM 4.7. Suppose X has SCRP-Y for some Y. Then X has the CRP.

PROOF: Let m : E -+ X be p-continuous and of bounded variation. Let S: X* -+

L1( ) represent m. We wish to show that S is compact. Let R: L(X, Y) -+ L1( , Y)

Y-represent m. Let y E Y such that IIyll = 1. Consider H = {yx* : x* E B*} C

BK(x,Y), where yx*(x) = x*(x)y E Y. Now UfEHf(Bx) = Ux*EBXx*(Bx)y =

[-y, y], the line segment from -y to y in Y, and is therefore compact. Since R is

somewhat compact, R(H) is relatively compact. But,

I R(yx*) d u = x*m(A)y = S(x*) d p y = S(x*)y d ;
A JA JIA

hence R(yx*) = S(x*)y for all x* E Bx*. Also,

J IIS(x* cyl\d = JfIIyl|IS(x*)Idu J = IS(x*)\dp,

and {S(x*) : x* E Bx*} C L1( ) is isometric to {S(x*)y : x* E Bx*} = R(H) C

L1 (p, Y). Thus S(Bx*) is relatively compact. Consequently, X has the CRP.

Note that this proof also shows that even if m is not of bounded variation

we have IIRHI >I|rmI(Q), for

IIRII sup IIR(f)II sup IIR(yx*)I1 = sup IIS(x*)ylI
fKBK(x,y) x*GBx* x*EBx*

= sup I\S(x*)\|=\ IISII = Im\(Q).
x*EBx*

It is not known whether there is a space Y such that SCRP-Y is different

from the CRP. The final theorem on this subject deals with a condition that does

force SCRP-Y to agree with the CRP.
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THEOREM 4.8. Fix X and let Y be such that whenever R is the Y -representing

function of m : 5--* X, where m is of bounded variation, we have that |IRIl =

IImII(). Then X has SCRP-Y if and only if it has the CRP.

PROOF: Let Y be as stated. That SCRP-Y implies CRP is the previous theorem.

Suppose X has CRP, n : Z -+ X is of bounded variation, and n < . Let

R : L(X, Y) -+ L1 (p, Y) represent m in Y, and let H G BK(x,y) be collectively

compact. We wish to show that R(H) is relatively compact; it suffices to show that

{frn : f E H} is relatively compact in bv(E, Y). Since H is collectively compact,

{fn(A) : f E H} is relatively compact for each A E E. Since X has CRP, m,r -+ m

in semivariation norm (see Corollary 2.6). Let R, Y-represent m,. Then Ri - R

Y-represents m,r - m, and by hypothesis

IIm - mII(Q) = ||R, - RI| sup Ifm t - fmj(Q) sup ifm, - fmI(Q).
fEBK(x,y) fEH

Therefore frm,. -+ fm in variation norm uniformly in f E H. By Brooks' theorem,

{fm : f E H} is relatively compact. Consequently, R(H) is relatively compact, R

is somewhat compact, and X has SCRP-Y.

Many obvious questions about somewhat compactness and SCRP-Y remain

unanswered; we now turn our attention to a different question. If R : L(X, Y) -+

L1 (p, Y) is a bounded linear operator, what conditions force it to Y-represent some

at : E -+ X? The answer is considerably more complex than for the setting

S : X* -+ L(p) of Chapter III (see Theorem 3.15), but nevertheless it is still

completely analogous to the solution there. The discussion of this issue begins with

an interesting lemma.

LEMMA 4.9. If x*j, x* E X* \ {O}, there is some g E L(X,X) such that x* = x~g.
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PROOF: Let x*, x2 E X* \ {0}. Since (xzg, x) = (x, g(x)) = (g*(x), x) for each

g E L(X, X), it suffices to show that there is some g* E L(X*, X*) such that

g*(xl) = x*. Let x E X such that x(x) = 1 and define T : X*--+ X* by

T(x*) = x*(x)x*. Then T(x2) = x*. Consider T* : X** -+ X**; we have

(T*(x**), x*) = (x**, T(x*)) = (x**, x*(x)x*) =x**(x)x*(x);

hence, T*(x**) = x**(x*)x E X, i.e., T* : X** -+ X. Now consider T*IX : X -+ X.

We have

((T*|x)*x*,x) = (x*,T*Ixx) = (T*(x),x*) = (x,T(x*)) = (x*,x).

Therefore (T*Ix)*(x2) = x*, which was to be proved.

The embedding of X into X** played a crucial role in the proof of Theorem

3.15. The next definition points the way for an embedding of X into L(X, Y)*.

DEFINITION. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. For y* E Y* \ {O} and x E X,

define (x, y*) : L(X, Y) -+ R by (x, y*)(f) = y*f(x). For y* E Y* \ {0}, define

Hy _= {(x,)y*) : xE X} C L(X, Y)*.

To see that l|(x, y*)Il = =IxIIIly*I, let 6 > 0 and choose y E By such that

y*(y)j > ily*li - . Now choose f E BL(x,y) such that f(x) = I|xIly. Then

i|(x, y*)ll > (x, y*)(f)i = y*f(x) = y*(IIxIIy)

> ||xii (ly*ii - = xiiiiy*ii - e.

The reverse inequality is trivial; hence, I|(x, y*)jj i=I|xIIIly*I. Therefore, Hy* truly

is an isomorphic copy of X inside L(X, Y)*; in fact, if IIy* = 1, Hy* is an isometric

copy of X. These copies of X may not all be the same in general, but if Y =I,
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Hy* = r(X) as a set for all y* E R. The next theorem gives the first version of a

result like that in Theorem 3.15.

THEOREM 4.10. For a bounded linear operator R : L(X, Y) - L'(p, Y), the

following are equivalent:

(1) R is the Y-representing function of some m : E -+ X.

(2) R*(y*XA) E Hy for all y* E Y* and A E E, and gR(f) = R(gf) for all

g E L(Y, Y) and f E L(X, Y).

(3) There is some y* E Y* \ {O} such that R*(y*XA) E Hy for all A E E, and

gR(f) = R(g f) for all g E L(Y, Y) and f E L(X,Y).

PROOF: Suppose R represents m : E -+ X in Y. Then

(R*(y*XA), f) = (y*xA, R(f)) = y*R(f)du = y*fm(A)= (n(A), y*)(f);
SA

therefore R*(y*XA) E Hy.. Also,

A R(gf)dp= gfm(A) =g R(f) dp=I= J gR(f) dp.

Thus R(gf) = gR(f).

Assume (3) and let y* E Y* \ {O} such that R*(y*XA) E Hy> for all A E E.

Define m : E -+ X by m(A) = x where R*(y1*xA) = (x, y*). Let y* E Y*. By

Lemma 4.9, there is some g E L(Y, Y) such that y* = y1*g. Then

y*A R(f) dp = IA y*gR(f) dp = j y*R(gf) dt = (Y XA, R(g f))

= (R*(y*XA), gf) = (m(A), y*)(gf) = y*gfrm(A) = y*fnm(A).

Since y* was arbitrary, fm(A) = fA R(f) dpt for all f E L(X, Y) and A E E, and m

is finitely additive. The previous calculation also takes care of the well-definedness of
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m, for if R*(yiXA) = (x1,y1) = (x2, y1*), then f(xi) = f(x2 ) for every f E L(X, Y),

yielding the equality of x1 and x2 . Also,

IIm(A)II= sup Ifrn(A)II= sup Lf R(f) duI

< sup /IR(f)U|dy< sup I|R(f)I1 = IRIl.
IIfII 1JA IIfII 1

Therefore, m is bounded. Also note that if R(BL(x,y)) is uniformly integrable

(which is not always known to be the case), then m < p.

Theorem 3.15 was stated using a continuity condition. In order to do the

same here, we need the following lemma whose proof is merely a translation of the

proof of [BLR, Thm. 2.1] into the appropriate language.

LEMMA 4.11. Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces, y* E Y*, and H a subspace of

Z*. Let T be the o(L(X,Y), Hy-*)-topology on L(X,Y) and let r' be the c-(Z, H)-

topology on Z. Then for T : L(X, Y) -+ Z, T is r-to-r' continuous if and only if

T*(H) C Hy.

PROOF: Suppose T*(H) Hy* and fa 1 f. Let z* E H. Then

(z*,T(fa)) = (T*(z*), fa) -+ (T*(z*), f) = (z*,T(f)).

Hence T is r-to-r' continuous. Suppose now that T is r-to-r' continuous and

fa r f. Then

(T*(z*), fa) = (z*, T(fa)) -+ (z*, T(f)) = (T*(z*), f),

for all z* E H. Thus for each z* E H, T*(z*) is r-continuous and therefore in Hy..

The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 4.11.
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COROLLARY 4.12. Let R : L(X, Y) -p L1 (p, Y) be a bounded linear operator. For

each y* EY*, let ry* be the -(L(X, Y), H y )-topology on L(X, Y) and let T be the

-(LL(t ,Y),KX(,u,Y*))-topology on L1 (fp,Y). The following are equivalent:

(1) R is the Y-representing function of some m : Z -+ X.

(2) R is rTy*-to-T continuous for all y* E Y* and gR(f) = R(gf) for all g E

L(Y, Y) and f E L(X, Y).

(3) R is Ty.*-to-T continuous for some y* Y* and gR(f) = R(gf) for all g E

L(Y, Y) and f E L(X, Y).

Each of the ry* topologies above are weaker than the weak operator topology

on L(X, Y) (see [DS, p. 476]), and Ty*-to-r continuity of R for all y* does not

necessarily imply weak operator topology-to-T continuity. Another topology on

L(X, Y) is the strong operator topology, which is simply the topology of pointwise

convergence. If H C L(X, Y), then H is compact in the strong operator topology

if and only if it is closed in that topology and H(x) is relatively compact for all x.

This seems to suggest some possible avenues of exploration relating to the SCRP-Y

properties.

The final topic of this chapter is Bocce oscillation and its relationship to rela-

tive compactness in L1 (p, X). The possible implications to the preceeding material

of this chapter are clear, although these final results have not yet been exploited for

that purpose. The ideas, and many times the proofs, of the theorems that follow

are due to Girardi ([Gil], [Gi3]), and will be used without further mention. The

contribution of this presentation is that Girardi's work was done in L1'(p), whereas

here the necessary changes are carried out to extend the results to the L1([, X)

case.
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DEFINITION. Let f E L1 ( ,X). The Bocce oscillation of f on A is given by

A 1 f fAfdp
Bosc(A = ()] - (A)

observing 0 = 0. A subset K of L1(p, X) satisfies the Bocce criterion if for each

E > 0 and B E E with positive measure there is a finite collection j of subsets of

B, each with positive measure, such that for each f E K there is an A E 1 with

Bosc fIA < E. A subset K of L1([, X) is a set of small Bocce oscillation if for each

s > 0 there is a partition 7 of Q such that for each f E K, ZAE p(A) Bosc f IA < .

Roughly speaking, the Bocce oscillation of f on A gives the average amount

that f differs in norm from its mean value over the set A, and K is a set of small

Bocce oscillation if, in an appropriate sense, the functions of K can be approximated

uniformly on a finite u-algebra. Some elementary facts follow.

PROPOSITION 4.13. Let f, g E L1(p, X) and ,u(A) > 0. Then

(1) BoscflA ;> 0.

(2) Bosc flA - Bosc g|A Bosc(f + g)IA Bosc f|A + Bosc g|A.

(3) If g is constant on A, Bosc(f + g)|A = Bosc flA.

(4) Let d = diam c f(A). Then BoscflA < d. Therefore, if f is constant on A,

Bosc flA = 0 and if IIfxAIoK < oc, then Bosc flA 2IIfxAIK,.

(5) Bose flA = Bosc(-f)IA.

PROOF: Both (1) and (5) are obvious. For (2), we have

Bosc(f +)IA = >f+ -Jf +dp dp
p(A) Af+gp 

f g (A) d

( JA (f - 1 IA(A) p(A) A p(A)A

= Bosc fIA Bose gA.
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A similar calculation yields the other inequality. For (3), let x be the constant value

of g on A. Then A) fAf +gdp = j)fA f d -- x, and

__1 1 [
f+g- 1A f +gdp|| =|| - f(A) p

p(A) JA A
The result follows. Finally, note that i(A) IA f d E 5f(A) (see [DU, p. 48]).

Hence (If(-) -j AfA f d|j don A, and Bose flA (A) IA d d = d. The other

statements of (4) follow immediately.

The next two lemmas will be used later in this chapter.

LEMMA 4.14. The set function p(-) Bosc fI(.) is increasing.

PROOF: Suppose A C B and (A) > 0. Let mA = fAEfXdI
E() X, and let MB =

E X. Then,

IA||f -mAII d pC I0f -- mBII Ip m mUEIA IA IA
|f - MBH d - JB\A If - mBH d +IA HmB - mAH dId

But,

I||mB-mA

since

B\A

AH |d = p(A)AmB)mA Iy-- f
=(B) B fd - IA f du

fp(A) fdpu- (lBfd-Ifd)
B fk

f d - (B) - p(A) .f dp
IB\A b p(B) JB

J IB\A J frB\A dt

mB dp = p(B\ A)mB = p(B) -((A) f dp.
p~(B) lB
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Therefore, fA If -- mAI| dp y< fB |If - mBIl d(d as required.

LEMMA 4.15. If K C L1 (b, X) satisfies the Bocce criterion, then so does K + f for

any f E L1( , X).

PROOF: Suppose K C L1( ,X) satisfies the Bocce criterion and let f E L1( , X).

We wish to show that the set K+f = {g+f : g E K} satisfies the Bocce criterion.

To this end, fix 6 > 0 and B E E with positive measure. Let B0 C B such that

p(Bo) > 0 and f is bounded on Bo. Let f be a countably valued simple function

in L ([, X) such that (|fXBO - foo < 4 (see [DU, p. 42]). Find C C B0 with

p(C) > 0 such that f is constant on C. Since K satisfies the Bocce criterion, we

can find a finite collection 1 of subsets of C such that for any g E K, there is

some A E F such that BoscgA < 2. Fix g + f E K + f. Find A E F such that

Bose gIA < 2. Since f is constant on A, Bosc gIA = Bosc(g + f)IA. Then

Bosc(g + f)IA < Bosc(g + f)IA + Bosc(f - f)IA
6 6

< Bosc glA + 2I(f- f)xA IK, < -2 + 2- 6= .
24

Therefore, K + f satisfies the Bocce criterion.

The proper background is now in hand to discuss the relationship between

Bocce oscillation and relative compactness in L1 (p, X). Once more, Brooks' theo-

rem plays a role as seen in the next theorem.

THEOREM 4.16. Suppose X has RNP. If K C L(, X) is relatively norm compact,

then K is a set of small Bocce oscillation and {fA f dp : f E K} is relatively

compact in X for all A E E.

PROOF: For each f E K, let mf E cabv(E, X) be given by mf(A) = fA fd.

By Brooks' theorem, (mf), -+ mf in variation norm uniformly in f E K, and
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{fA f dp : f E K} is relatively compact in X for all A E E. Also,

>P(A)Boscf Aj( f - A) d = SEf -pf(A) c p
AEir AEA fA fdP;) AErIA p

j - xf(A)X d
S AE,, [(A)

jllf - fj|dp =|mf -(r),|r(Q) -+0

uniformly in f E K, which is actually a stronger statement than K is a set of small

Bocce oscillation.

The preceeding proof is much simpler than that of Girardi; the next, however,

is essentially identical.

THEOREM 4.17. If K C L1 (p, X) is a set of small Bocce oscillation, then it satisfies

the Bocce criterion.

PROOF: Suppose K C L1 ( , X) is a set of small Bocce oscillation. Fix E > 0

and B E E of positive measure. Let r = {A 1,... , An} be a partition of Q such

that for all f E K, 1 p(Ai)Bosc f IA < ep(B). Set F = {A fl B : 1 K i K

n and [p(Ai fl B) > 0}. Fix f E K and suppose Bosc f|AinB > e for all A n B E F.

Then using Lemma 4.14, we have

n n

Ep(B) = Epd(Ai n B) > (Ai fl B) Bosc flA nB
i=1 i=1

n

5{ up(Ai) Boscf|IA <ep (B),
i=1

a contradiction. Therefore, there is some Ai n B E F such that Bosc fIAinB K E,

and K satisfies the Bocce criterion.

THEOREM 4.18. Suppose K C L1 ( p, X) is relatively weakly compact and { f fdp
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f E K} is relatively norm compact for all A E E. If K satisfies the Bocce criterion,

then it is relatively norm compact.

PROOF: Without loss of generality assume that pi is a probability measure. Suppose

K C L1 (p, X) is relatively weakly compact but not relatively norm compact and

that {fA f dp : f E K} is relatively norm compact for each A E E. We wish to

show that K does not satisfy the Bocce criterion.

Let (gn) be a sequence in K with no convergent subsequence. By the

Eberlein-Smulian theorem, (g) has some weakly convergent subsequence (still

called (gn)), converging weakly to some x E L1 (p, X). Then (gn - x) converges

weakly to 0. Since relative weak compactness in L1 (p, X) implies uniform inte-

grability, |KI = {|f II : f E K} is relatively weakly compact in L1( ). By the

Eberlein-Smulian theorem again, we may pass to a subsequence (fA) of (gn - x)

such that |jfn|| converges weakly to some f E L1 ( ). We must also have f f dp > 0;

otherwise f ff|fn 1jjd -+ f f dp = 0 and

IA - fmI- 1 J IIfn- fnIId <; J(|fnI| + IIfm|l)ld), > T0,

yielding a contradiction of our choice of (gn). Next, let E -> 0. To summa-

rize, we now have a sequence (fA) C K - x such that

(1) (f,) has no norm-convergent subsequence;

(2) fA n 0 (in L1 (p,X));

(3) |IfH 2- f (in L1 ( )), and f > 0; and

(4) ffd p=4E>0.

Let B = {x E Q : f(x) > 3e}. By (4), p(B) > 0. Let F be a finite collection

of subsets of B, each with positive measure. Fix A E F. Let x* E X*. Then

x* fndp = x*ffndp= jx*XAf d=x*xafn),
\A / A JG
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considering X*XA E LP(iuX*) 9 Ll(a,X)*. But, (x*xA, fn) -+ 0 since f -* 0

weakly. Therefore, fA f? dpt -+ 0 weakly. However, as {fA f dpj: f E K - x}

is relatively compact, there must be some subsequence of (f") (still called (f"))

that converges in norm; since it converges weakly to 0, it must be to zero that it

converges in norm. There are only finitely many A E F; pass to subsequences to

obtain a sequence (f,) still possessing properties (1)-(4) such that 1 fA f, dpII -+ 0

for each A E F. Therefore, we may choose N E N such that for each A E F,

(5) II fA fN diII <qEi(A) and

(6) |fAf dpi - fA IIfNH dpl <6/p(A) (using (3)).

Then for each A E F, we have

Bosc fNA= )J ~ fN - J Nd dp
p( A) ( A) fda

>fAIfN IId -IIfA f N d I>fp fd yA )-Ep( A)

.p( A) pu(A) - u( A) p( A)

> 3ep(A)

p( A) -- 6

Since F was arbitrary, K - x does not satisfy the Bocce criterion. By Lemma 4.15,

neither does K.

Putting Theorems 4.16-4.18 together, we have our final result.

COROLLARY 4.19. Suppose X has RNP. The following are equivalent for a rela-

tively weakly compact subset K of L'1(u, X).

(1) K is relatively norm compact.

(2) K is a set of small Bocce oscillation and { fAf dl : f E K} is relatively

compact for each A E E.

(3) K satisfies the Bocce criterion and {fA f dpl: f E K} is relatively compact

for each A E E.
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If X = R, then {fA f dp : f E K} is a relatively compact subset of the reals

if K is bounded. Therefore, Corollary 4.19 contains Theorem 2.1 of [Gil]. Note that

the proof of Theorem 4.16, combined with Corollary 4.19, shows that Girardi could

have used the stronger condition AE,.p(A) Bosc fIA -* 0 uniformly in f E K for

her definition of a set of small Bocce oscillation. It is not known whether the above

equivalences characterize RNP.
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